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ABSTRACT

This project examined the effects that humor in sermons has on hearers, particularly
how humor affects their understanding and retention of Biblical truths. After exploring
humor's effects on listeners and which types of humor are more beneficial in the task of
preaching through theoretical research, the data was investigated through the use of
questionnaires, personal interviews with church members, and a focus group. After
analyzing the participants' responses, the researcher developed a list of guidelines for the
beneficial use of humor in his preaching. These guidelines offer suggestions that other
preachers may find helpful in using humor in their sermons.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE INTRODUCTION OF THE PROJECT

Problem Addressed by the Project
I had not thought much about humor in preaching and the Christian life until the nondenominational Charismatic fellowship my best friend attended began to practice “holy
laughter.” My friend had been happily attending this church for a number of years and
appeared to be well assimilated into the congregation. He played trumpet in the praise
band. He was a volunteer in the church nursery. He enjoyed the preaching and thought
highly of his pastor. Yet after his pastor began to encourage and actually create the
phenomenon of holy laughter, my friend had had enough. His pastor would begin their
services by telling a few jokes. Once he had tickled everyone’s funny bone, he would
start to laugh himself –laughing with a very loud, very distinctive belly laugh. Since
laughter is contagious, he soon had the whole congregation laughing hysterically. The
people were literally rolling in the aisles! This laughter, the pastor claimed, was a
manifestation of the Holy Spirit, a very special gift of God given only to mature
Christians who were not afraid to tap into the wonderful power of God. To participate in
holy laughter was to experience the mighty working of God. And God was at work.
After my friend witnessed holy laughter a few times, God moved him to join a different
church.
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After hearing about my friend’s experiences with holy laughter and reading a few
articles about it in Christian magazines, I became interested in the use of humor in
worship, particularly in preaching. While holy laughter as experienced by my friend is
clearly a psychological phenomenon and a tool that some preachers might use to
manipulate people, laughter is not ungodly in and of itself. It is often the outward
expression of a joyful heart. It lightens the burdened soul. It can be wonderful medicine
for whatever ails you. Why not use humor (in moderation) in sermons? Why not use
humor to achieve godly goals?
I have always believed that humorous preachers bring something extra to their
ministries. Thom Rainer confirmed this belief in his book, Surprising Insights from the
Unchurched and Proven Ways to Reach Them. He found that humorous preachers were
highly effective in reaching the formerly unchurched (they scored high points with long
time church members as well). After interviewing a large number of formerly
unchurched Christians, Rainer discovered that these Christians viewed their pastors’
sense of humor as a sign of the pastors’ authenticity. It conveyed the sense that these
pastors were “real” people. 1 Furthermore, effective pastors rated their sense of humor as
their second greatest strength. 2 Rainer’s findings seem to indicate that
humor has the power to draw people to preachers. Used responsibly in the parish
setting, could it also have other benefits? Could it help congregational members listen to
sermons more attentively and aid them in understanding the content of the sermons?

1

Thom Rainer, Surprising Insights from the Unchurched and Proven Ways to Reach Them (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 2001), 60-62.
2
Ibid., 190.
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The typical members of a Christian congregation are bombarded with all sorts of
sights and sounds that vie for their attention every day. Contemporary communication
techniques incorporate vivid pictures flashed on a screen for less than a second and
incessant sound bytes that fill the air. All this gives audiences precious little time to
reflect on what is being presented. In the words of David Henderson, “we live in a world
short on words. We are flooded with pictures, but have lost the script that goes with
them. There is no narration, no meaningful thread that connects them, only one image
after another.” 3 It is an enormous challenge for preachers to grab and keep the attention
of their hearers in our sensory overloaded culture.
The entertainment industry and advertisement agencies have used humor as a device
for capturing an audience’s attention for many years. The constant use of this device in
the aforementioned fields conveys the perception that it works well. Indeed, tastes in
humor have changed tremendously in the entertainment industry and advertisement
during the past 50 years, but the use of humor has remained constant. Why? Because it
works. After researching the effectiveness of humor in advertising, authors Max
Sutherland and Alice Sylvester write:
In tracking we have seen situations where humorous TV ads worked very
effectively for over a year without showing signs of wear-out. In one case,
for example, the ad was on the air for two years before showing any signs
of wearing out. The advertiser and the ad agency would have pulled the
ad off the air 18 months earlier but for the clear evidence coming from
the tracking data. 4

3

David Henderson, Culture Shift: Communicating God’s Truth to Our Changing World (Grand Rapids:
Baker Books, 1998), 73.
4
Max Sutherland and Alice Sylvester, Adverstising and the Mind of the Consumer: What Works, What
Doesn’t, and Why (St. Leonards: Allen and Unwin, 2000), 177.
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After discussing how funny ads generate conversation among viewers, Sutherland and
Sylvester conclude:
This exposes the fact that humor not only helps an ad break through and get
attention but it may also succeed in making the ad itself a point of discussion
and attention of the social group… It takes on significance and a level of
enjoyment that comes about by the ad emerging from the TV set to become
the focus of a conversational interaction (‘Oh, look…here comes that great ad
again! Doesn’t that just break you up? I love that ad’). 5
Increasingly, the church is recognizing and evaluating the use of humor in preaching.
In a recent St. Louis Post-Dispatch article called “Humor in Our Lives: Laughs from the
Pulpit,” writer Jeff Daniel interviewed Concordia Seminary’s noted homiletics professor,
Dr. David Schmitt. According to Dr. Schmitt, humor in preaching is a frequent topic in
class discussion and he does offer students some guidelines for its use. Daniel writes:
In his years of teaching homiletics, Schmitt says, he’s never conducted a
course in which the subject of humor hasn’t naturally entered class
discussion. When it does, he lays out some general guidelines for
students to remember. For humor to be effective in a sermon, Schmitt
suggests it be:
• Natural to who you are
• Reverential to what you are discussing
• In service to the message being delivered. 6
In light of this and because preachers of God’s Word want to be heard and want
their listeners to understand and retain Biblical truths, the effectiveness of using humor to
make sermon points should be examined. Research on this phenomenon, however, is
limited. While many preachers have been known to use humor frequently and some
preachers have been known to use it effectively, very little has been done in the study of
homiletics to determine humor’s effect on the listener. Generally, people respond

5

Ibid., 177.
Jeff Daniel, “Humor in our Lives: Laughs from the Pulpit,” St. Louis Post-Dispatch, January 21, 2007,
EV1.
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4

positively to humor in sermons, but few researchers have undertaken a serious study of
humor’s effect on the understanding and retention of Biblical truths. Nor have many
researchers sought to identify which types of humor are more appropriate and
communicate more effectively in sermons. Therefore, the purpose of this project is to
gather information regarding the effective use of humor in sermons through theoretical
research and test this information through qualitative research. I believe the qualitative
research will also help me better understand which types of humor are most effective and
appropriate in the context of my parish. This project will certainly not be the definitive
work on humor in preaching, but for anyone concerned about communicating Biblical
truths to a postmodern world through preaching, the results of this project should be of
interest.

The Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project is to develop guidelines that will enhance the usefulness of
humor in my own preaching and potentially the preaching of other preachers in other
settings. Achieving this goal will involve investigating literature on the subject of using
humor in preaching, teaching and communication and testing the relevant insights and
propositions obtained from this investigation through qualitative research. The main
scope of this project will focus on which types of humor engage hearers and help them
understand and retain sermon points. After a careful analysis of the findings of my
research, I intend to provide guidelines for preachers, particularly Lutheran preachers,
that will help them intentionally use and integrate humor in the task of preaching.

5

I have served my congregation, Immanuel Lutheran Church, Waterloo, IL, as the sole
or administrative pastor for 13 years. During my time with the members of Immanuel, a
gradual change in my preaching style and content has occurred which has benefited both
my members and me. One of the most marked changes has been an increase in my use of
humor. The use of humor and humorous anecdotes has become a frequent element in my
preaching. However, I have always worked to ensure that these humorous elements
relate to the points of the sermon. “One liners” and other “imported jokes” (jokes that do
not relate to the subject or topic and are told to entertain) have not been a part of my
preaching. In short, I like humor in preaching, but I have been conscious of avoiding
gimmicks and sensationalism so that the Gospel of Jesus Christ is articulated clearly and
faithfully.
The aim of my preaching is to proclaim the Gospel of Jesus Christ and teach the
whole counsel of God faithfully and clearly, employing beneficially the tools of rhetoric
and other communication skills. The use of humor seems to aid in the achievement of
this aim. From what I have observed in my parish and from the comments that Immanuel
members have offered during the past 13 years, humor does seem to capture the hearers’
attention and cause them to listen more carefully. I expect that the findings of this
project’s research will affirm the benefit of humor in the preaching task and provide
indications for how to best use it in sermons.
The findings of this project will certainly benefit my own preaching. A better grasp of
the effects of humor in preaching and guidance for its best use will help me develop my
naturally humorous inclinations in a very intentional way. A better understanding of
humor in preaching and its impact on the minds of hearers may also lead others to be

6

more intentional in discovering their personal humorous inclinations and move them to
let those inclinations “shine through from the pulpit.” 7

The Process of the Project
This research project began when I presented my approved Major Applied Project to
the Church Council of Immanuel Lutheran, Waterloo, IL, which is the congregation I
have served for 13 years. After elucidating the purpose of the project to the Council
members, I briefly explained how I wished congregational members to be involved in it.
This involvement included at least 48 church attenders filling out questionnaires that
asked about their impressions and recall of the humorous elements of a sermon delivered
during one of our worship services. Four sets of questionnaires testing four different
sermons were to be used, each set being filled out by twelve church attenders. No one
was to fill out more than one questionnaire. Congregational involvement would also
include personal interviews with at least 30 of the attenders who filled out a
questionnaire. I then asked the Church Council for its permission to proceed with the
project. The Council agreed that I should undertake this project and pledged its support.
After receiving the Council’s approval for the project in March of 2008, I presented
information about the project to the congregation via church bulletins, monthly
newsletters, and verbal announcements during worship services. Along with a request for
48 volunteers, I included a volunteer form which listed the dates on which the
questionnaires would be filled out. Volunteers were asked to indicate which date they
preferred for filling out a questionnaire. The form also asked for 30 volunteers from

7

Graham Johnson, Preaching to a Postmodern World (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2001), 169.
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among those filling out questionnaires to participate in interviews during which they
would be asked to share their views and feelings about humor in preaching. I further
recruited a small number of volunteers to ensure that a broad spectrum of Immanuel
members would be included in the process.
Twelve participants filled out questionnaires after the worship services that were held
at Immanuel on July 12-13, 2008, thirteen participants filled out questionnaires after the
services on August 16-17, 2008, fifteen participants filled out questionnaires after the
services on September 13-14, 2008, and twelve participants filled out questionnaires after
the services on October 18-19, 2008.
After these questionnaires were evaluated, I used the information provided by them to
assess what kind of humor made the greatest impression on the participants in regard to
understanding sermon points and what types of humor appealed to them most. I then
designed interview questions to confirm and clarify my assessments. I utilized these
questions in 30 interviews conducted during the months of November 2008, December
2008, and January 2009.
After analyzing the findings of the interviews, I incorporated this new information into
the body of data I had collected from my theoretical research and used this data to create
a list of guidelines for the effective use of humor in sermons delivered to the members of
Immanuel Lutheran Church. The final stage of my research involved presenting the
findings of my research and guidelines to a focus group for feedback and further
refinement. This focus group consisted of the pastors in my circuit: Rev. Jonathan
Winterfeldt, Mount Calvary, Cahokia, IL; Rev. Steven Theiss, St. Paul, Columbia; Rev.
Ryan Fouts, Holy Cross, Sugar Loaf, IL; Rev. Bruce Keseman, Christ Our Savior,
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Freeburg, IL; Rev. Michael Kumm, Trinity, Millstadt, IL; Rev. Stuart Rethwisch, Holy
Cross, Wartburg, IL; Rev. Matthew Clark (associate pastor), Immanuel, Waterloo, IL.
The reflective and thorough evaluation of this focus group provided additional data and
direction for the effective use of humor in sermons and the satisfactory completion of this
project.

Summary
The challenge for preachers to engage hearers with their sermons in our sensory
overloaded culture is an immense one. Sadly, it is unlikely that our culture will become
more attuned to the reception of oral communication in the years to come. For this
reason, preachers of the Gospel of Jesus Christ must be ready to incorporate useful and
God pleasing communication techniques to convey their message. Since the use of
humor as a rhetorical device seems to be a viable method of engaging hearers and
enhancing their retention and understanding of sermon points, this project seeks to clarify
how humor in sermons affects hearers. It also seeks to determine which types of humor
are more beneficial for the conveyance of the preacher’s message. The theoretical
research for this project will provide guidance for the achievement of these goals and the
field research will affirm or call into question the validity of the data provided by the
theoretical research. Part of this research will include input on the subject from the
members of Immanuel Lutheran Church, Waterloo, IL, and part of it will include the
candid and constructive criticisms of a focus group composed of the pastors of my
circuit.

9

Before this research is conducted, however, this project needs to be examined in the
light of Scripture and the theological foundations upon which the church of Jesus Christ
is built. In other words, it should be determined whether this project’s premise and
development are in accord with Scripture and conform to the sound teachings and
practices entrusted to Christ’s church by the Holy Spirit. This will be the topic of the
next chapter.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE BIBLICAL PRECEDENT AND THEOLOGICAL
FOUNDATION

Introduction
Any topic that centers on the work of preaching must always begin with the Word of
God. God’s Word, particularly God’s message of Law and Gospel, is what we preach.
Indeed, preaching has no heart or content apart from Holy Scripture. Moreover, God’s
Word provides a picture of what the church looks like and how it is to fulfill its mission
of making disciples. Thus, as I consider the topic of this Major Applied Project, the
questions must be asked, “If humor is to be used in preaching, how has humor and its use
played out in the church?” “How is humor reflected in Scripture and what is its proper
relationship with Christian preaching and teaching?” “Can something as apparently trite
as humor have any connection with God’s living and abiding Word?” The purpose of
this chapter, then, is to answer those questions by examining the subject of humor and
laughter in the Bible and the relationship between the rhetorical device of humor and the
Gospel. Though certainly not definitive or exhaustive, the purpose of this chapter is to
present pertinent insights concerning the presence of humor and laughter in Scripture and
to provide a proper perspective for the use of humor in the church.
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The Biblical Precedent
Before beginning a serious study of humor in preaching, we need to ask ourselves
how laughter and humor are viewed and presented in Scripture. Is there such a thing as
holy laughter, that is to say, a sanctified use of humor and laughter? Is there a Biblical
precedent for the use of humor in teaching spiritual truths? An absence of humor in the
testimony of Scripture may be indicative of a difficulty in using humor appropriately or
its lack of relevance to the life of faith. Furthermore, if humor is appropriate and relevant
to the Christian, how is this quality manifested in a life guided and guarded by the Holy
Spirit? It seems unlikely that Scripture would be completely silent on this matter.
Accordingly, special attention should be given to the prominence of humor (or lack of it)
in Scripture.
When laughter is mentioned in Scripture, it is often used in connection with cynicism
and derision. Thus, both Abraham and Sarah laughed when the Lord told them that they
would have a child in their old age (Gen. 17:7 and Gen. 18:12). This was cynical
laughter, the chuckle of unbelief. The people of Israel ridiculed the messengers of King
Hezekiah when they read letters from the king urging the people to repent and return to
the Lord (2 Chron. 30:10). Again, this was mockery born of unbelief. The people were
splitting a gut all the way to hell. The mourners at the funeral of Jairus’ daughter laughed
at Jesus (“laughed to scorn” in the KJV) when he told them that the dead girl was only
sleeping (Luke 8:53; Mark 5:40).
This laughing in derision is also used of God. In Psalm 37:12-13 David declares,
“The wicked plot against the righteous and gnash their teeth at them; but the Lord laughs
at the wicked, for he knows their day is coming” (another way of saying that every dog
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has his day). And in Psalm 59:8 God laughs at the haughtiness of the nations. The
psalmist declares, “But you, O Lord, laugh at them; you scoff at all those nations.”
Yet we also see laughter in the Bible used in connection with joyful events and the
absence of mourning and pain. There is “a time to laugh” according to Eccl. 3:4. In Gen.
21:6 Sarah states that God brought her laughter with the birth of Isaac and that “everyone
who hears about this (i.e., a son born to her in her old age) will laugh with me.” God
turned Sarah’s cynical laughter of unbelief into joyful laughter through the miraculous
birth of Isaac. In Psalm 126:2 we’re told that when the Lord returned the captives in
Babylon to Jerusalem, their “mouths were filled with laughter.” All of Psalm 126 is a
song of joy for the restoration of Zion! And in Luke 6:21 Jesus assures us that those
“who weep now will laugh,” underscoring the joy of our salvation and our release from
an earthly existence which is now a “veil of tears.” Laughter, it seems, is the Christian’s
response to the joy that God grants him through our Savior Jesus.
It is also rather clear that there are plays on words in Scripture. Take the name
Onesimus, for example. In Philemon 11 Paul writes of Onesimus, “Formerly he was
useless to you (Onesimus means “useful”), but now he has become useful both to you and
to me.” To be sure, Paul is no Jay Leno, but he does appear playful. Perhaps Paul was
using a little humor to soften Philemon up. Remember that Onesimus was Philemon’s
runaway slave and Paul was sending him back to Philemon. The whole epistle of
Philemon is an appeal to Philemon to receive Onesimus back graciously and not treat him
harshly. Putting a smile on Philemon’s face would definitely go a long way in achieving
Paul’s purpose.
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One may also argue that there is a certain amount of playfulness and humor in many
of Jesus’ sayings. It is very possible that Jesus had a smile on his face when he told the
parable of the unrighteous judge. Just think about the premise of this parable. Jesus is
basically saying, “This sly, wily judge gave a widow the decision she wanted because she
kept buggin’ him. She wouldn’t get off his back! Finally, he gave in to her to get rid of
her. Know that your Father in heaven will treat you far more favorably than the judge
treated the widow –and you won’t have to pester him!” I know I would not be able to tell
this parable without a smile on my face! Possibly this was the case, too, when Jesus
asked the rhetorical question, “Which of you fathers, if your son asks for a fish, will give
him a snake instead? Or if he asks for an egg, will give him a scorpion?” (Luke 11:12)
One only needs to imagine the modern equivalent of this saying –scorpions popping out
of an egg carton- to see the humor in it.
In emphasizing the benefits of humor in sermons, author Bruce Mawhinney suggests
that Jesus made a strong point in “memorable fashion” when he used hyperbole against
his enemies. In describing the extreme legalism, lack of mercy and hypocrisy of the
Pharisees, Jesus said, “You blind guides! You strain out a gnat but swallow a camel”
(Matthew 23:24, NIV). 8 Perhaps the gravity of the Pharisees’ sin prevents us from
seeing any humor in Jesus’ saying here. Left on its own, however, the image of a man
swallowing a camel after straining out a gnat does seem a bit comical.

8

Bruce Mawhinney, Preaching With Freshness (Grand Rapids: Kregel Publications, 1997), 254-255.
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We often think of Jesus as being entirely serious when he gave Simon the nickname
Peter, meaning “Rock.” Yet it is often the case that nicknames have a playful quality to
them. If we translate Petros as “Little Rock,” Jesus words to Peter in Matthew 16:18 take
on a playful little twist. Jesus said, “Simon, you are a little rock, a pebble really –and on
this big rock, this boulder of faith, I will build my church.” Additionally, is it not
possible that James and John were nicknamed Sons of Thunder because they were bold
and because they had big mouths?
Certainly the examples of humor I have cited seem very dry by American standards,
but they do have a certain lighthearted quality about them. It would not be hard to
imagine the writers or speakers previously mentioned delivering their messages with a
little smile on their faces, nor would it be far-fetched to imagine a slight grin on the faces
of their audiences as they received those messages.

Christian Liberty
Even if one were to argue that the Scripture’s use of humor cannot be definitely or
convincingly demonstrated, there certainly is no prohibition in Scripture against the use
of humor in teaching spiritual truth. To put it another way, the Bible does not prescribe
the use of humor, but neither does it forbid it. The humorous elements we see
in the Bible, I suggest, are descriptive. The Bible presents and describes God intervening
in human affairs --affairs that are fraught with sadness, failures, successes, joy, and yes,
humor and laughter.
Noting the preacher’s need to incorporate the common experiences of life in his
sermons, Thomas Long writes:
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Christian witness naturally gathers in experiences and examples
from the common round of human existence. Indeed, any sermon
that remained entirely in the realm of abstract thought, never touching
the real world of fields and crops, parents and children, employers
and workers, feasts and banquets, toil and play, would hardly qualify
as Christian preaching at all. 9
Humor is an undeniable part of our human existence. It follows, then, that humor will
appear in sermons as they reflect real life experiences and emotions. This humor in real
life experiences is clearly evident in Acts 12 where Luke reports Peter’s escape from
Herod’s prison. After being freed from his chains and cell by an angel, Peter went to the
house of Mark’s mother to tell fellow believers the good news of his escape. When Peter
knocked at the outer entrance, a servant girl named Rhoda came to answer the door.
When she heard Peter’s voice, she was overjoyed and ran to tell the others that Peter was
free –and forgot to open the door! Peter had to keep on knocking until the others came
and opened the door for him. Acts 12 is humorous because it reflects a humorous
incident that actually happened (one could also argue that Luke relates the story in a
humorous way).
There can be little doubt that using humor in Christian preaching and teaching falls
within the realm of Christian liberty. After noting some examples of humor in the Bible
in his book Preaching and Teaching with Imagination, Warren Wiersbe asks, “If the
Holy Spirit saw fit to write humor in the Bible, does this give us the freedom to use it in
our preaching?” He concludes, “The whole person must be in the pulpit, sanctified and
empowered by the Spirit of God. If the preacher has a sense of humor, then it must be

9

Thomas Long, The Witness of Preaching (Louisville: John Knox Press, 1989), 156.
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given to God.” 10 If we truly mean what we sing in the hymn Take My Life and Let It Be,
then we must agree with Wiersbe, for the hymn writer declares:
Take my silver and my gold, not a mite would I withhold;
Take my intellect and use every pow’r as Thou shalt choose. 11
Humor is a power that should be given to God to use as he chooses.

Christian Joy
While the Bible is silent when it comes to the use of humor in preaching and
teaching, Scripture is full of references concerning Christian joy. Paul uses the word joy
in its various forms no less than 16 times in his epistle to the Philippians (an epistle
which is only 4 chapters long). Joy is a fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22), and we’re told by
Jesus that he came and gave us the Gospel so that his joy would be in us and that our “joy
would be complete” (John 15:11). The hymnody of the church reflects this joy. The
word rejoice is the first word of at least four hymns in Lutheran Service Book according
to that hymnal’s index of the first lines of hymns. While I am not suggesting that all
Christians are or should be bubbly and walk around with permanent grins plastered on
their faces, the Christian life is one marked by joy. Joy is the natural response of the
sinner whose sins are forgiven for the sake of Jesus Christ. It is the natural response of
one who, after being crushed by the law and the weight of his sins, is healed and lifted up

10
11

Warren Wiersbe, Preaching and Teaching with Imagination (Wheaton: Victor Books, 1994), 275.
Lutheran Service Book (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 2006), hymn #275.
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by Jesus. It is the response of one who knows the power of Jesus’ resurrection and
celebrates his victory of sin, death and the devil.
Given this, will not a humorous preacher better convey a sense of Christian joy than a
somber one? Granted, joy often exists without laughter and sometimes without even a
smile. Christian joy may exist in a person with a sullen disposition. However, it seems
almost self-evident that a humorous person will better reflect Christian joy than a sullen
one. Since form and content go together, it follows that a smiling preacher will better
communicate the joy of the Jesus’ accomplished work and resurrection when proclaiming
the Gospel. Indeed, if a preacher frowns as he preaches the resurrection of Jesus, it may
cause some of his hearers to wonder whether he believes in the resurrection at all!
There are few studies or statistics to confirm this proposition, but a good number of
authors have written about the contagious joy of humorous speakers. In The Laughing
Classroom, authors Diana Loomans and Karen Kohlberg list joy as one of the five
positive results of humor and laughing. 12 They also describe joke makers who take
humor and play “to their highest form” as “joy makers.” 13 Clearly, a smiling, jovial
preacher who sees humor in life reflects Christian joy far more effectively than an
unsmiling preacher who takes himself too seriously.
This quality of joy in a humorous, lighthearted preacher was also apparent to Martin
Luther. As he discussed the task of preaching with the students who often gathered
around the table at his home, Luther stressed the need for a good sense of humor.
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Quoting Luther’s student W. A. Tirchreden, Robert Kolb states that Luther rated a good
sense of humor as one of the ten most important qualities in a preacher. 14
Even C. F. W. Walther, a theologian often thought of as a rather stoic individual
(perhaps his unsmiling photographs have given this impression), stressed the need to
deliver God’s Word with a cheerful demeanor. During the first evening of his Law and
Gospel lectures, Walther stated, “I do not want you to stand in your pulpits like lifeless
statues, but to speak with confidence and with cheerful (my emphasis) courage offer help
where help is needed.” 15
There is tendency and a danger for preachers to take themselves too seriously. Dr.
Dale Meyer, the professor who taught my first homiletics class, warned against preachers
thinking that the success of God’s work depends on them. He encouraged us to study the
sermon text thoroughly, write the sermon thoughtfully and prepare for the delivery by
memorizing our sermon manuscript. Once that was done, we were told to relax and
enjoy the experience of preaching. “Don’t take yourselves too seriously,” Dr. Meyer
would tell us. “You’ve done your work, let the Holy Spirit do his.” Experience has
taught most preachers the truth of those sage words.
Preachers and pastors who take themselves too seriously become easily frustrated by
the pressures of ministry. They often forget that the church they serve is God’s church
and the work of ministry does not depend wholly on them. Christian joy seems absent
from their lives.
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I am not suggesting that serious pastors are not good pastors. Preaching God’s Word
and administering the sacraments are serious business. Pastors repeatedly witness the
pain and sadness that people endure because we live in a fallen, sinful world. The yoke
of office can weigh very heavily on a man. But a pastor who smiles, greets people
warmly and sees humor in life can better communicate the blessed truth that God does
indeed “work all things together for the good of those who love him” (Rom. 8:28, NIV).
That pastor helps us envision the fulfillment of the Lord’s promise, “I will turn your
mourning into gladness; I will give you comfort and joy instead of sadness” (Jer. 31:13,
NIV).

The Relationship between the Rhetorical Device of Humor and the
Gospel
The Lutheran Confessions make it clear that the work of conversion, regeneration, and
sanctification is accomplished by the Holy Spirit operating through the means of grace.
The Gospel of Jesus Christ, communicated and delivered through God’s Word and the
sacraments of Holy Communion and Holy Baptism, is that which the Holy Spirit uses to
bring unbelievers to faith in Christ and strengthen the faith of believers. In his book, A
Summary of Christian Doctrine, Edward Koehler explains that the life, death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ are historic facts, but the meaning of these events cannot be
known to us unless it is revealed to us by God. “If sinners are to profit by the merits of
Christ’s redemption,” Koehler writes, “these merits must be offered and imparted to
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them. Hence, the necessity of means, by which the merits of Christ are revealed, offered
and imparted to us.” 16
Salvation and our new life as Christians are not the result of human decision or will.
Article XVIII of the Augsburg Confession and Article II of the Formula of Concord make
it clear that we are totally dependent on the Holy Spirit working through God’s means of
grace to produce and sustain faith in us. Article XVIII of the Augsburg Confession
states:
It is taught among us that man possesses some measure of freedom
of will which enables him to live an outwardly honorable life and to
make choices among the things that reason comprehends. But without
the grace, help, and activity of the Holy Spirit man is not capable of
making himself acceptable to God, of fearing God and believing in God
with his whole heart, or expelling inborn evil lusts from the heart. This
is accomplished by the Holy Spirit, who is given through the Word of
God, for St. Paul says in 1 Cor. 2:14, “Natural man does not receive the
gifts of the Spirit of God.” 17
Consequently, Christians, particularly pastors, must take special care to make sure God’s
means of grace are utilized.
Since the use of humor in preaching is a rhetorical device and not the Gospel itself,
preachers must be cognizant of the difference between humor (and other rhetorical
devices) and God’s means of grace. There are no substitutes for the Gospel message
delivered in a clear, straightforward way.

The belief that conversion and the

strengthening of faith in Christ depend on the rhetorical skills and intellect of the
preacher is not only false and misleading, but also devastatingly frustrating to the
preacher. Speaking through the prophet Zechariah in Zech. 4:6, the Lord lets us know
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that his purposes are achieved “not by might nor by power, but by my Spirit” (NIV). The
preacher who forgets those enlightening words will very soon find himself tearing out his
hair in frustration. Without dependence on the Holy Spirit working through God’s Word
and sacraments, the preacher will achieve precious little in the way of true spiritual
conversion and growth despite all his efforts.
In Rom. 10:17 St. Paul makes it clear that the Gospel message and not rhetorical
devices is that which creates and strengthens saving faith in Christ. He writes, “Faith
comes by hearing the message, and the message is heard through the word of Christ”
(NIV). Article V of the Augsburg Confession reiterates this when it states that faith is
obtained through preaching the Gospel and administrating the sacraments. Through
these, God “gives the Holy Spirit, who works faith, when and where he pleases, in those
who hear the Gospel.” 18 The Word of God proclaimed by the preacher has an inherent
efficacy to bring people to repentance and faith in Jesus Christ. No “tricks” are needed.
Therefore, along with St. Paul, preachers must determine in their hearts to “preach Christ
crucified: a stumbling block to Jews and foolishness to Gentiles, but to those God has
called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God and the wisdom of God” (1 Cor.
1:23-24, NIV).
This does not mean, however, that seeking to convey meaning through rhetorical
devices and effective communication is undesirable. Indeed, it is highly desirable, even
necessary. As was mentioned previously, there are no Scriptural injunctions forbidding
the use of humor and other methods of communication in the task of preaching and
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teaching.

In truth, we see numerous examples of rhetorical devices being used by

preachers in the Bible. For instance, the Apostle Paul used rhetorical questions (“Shall
we go on sinning that grace may abound? No way!” Rom. 6:1-2, my own translation)
throughout his epistles. He also made use of wonderful analogies and metaphors–the
church as a human body (1 Cor. 12), Paul planting the seed of God’s Word and Apollos
watering it (1 Cor. 3:6), husbands loving their wives as Christ loved the church (Eph.
5:25-29). Moreover, Jesus himself made use of stories, metaphors, parables, and vivid
images. While God’s truth is certainly delivered through plain, unadorned propositional
statements, it can also be conveyed with the help of other communication techniques.
The use of communication techniques becomes especially relevant when preachers
and other Christians desire to reach the hearts and minds of listeners who are accustomed
to channel surfing whenever they lose interest in what they are seeing and hearing. While
it is certain that “faith comes by hearing,” it is equally certain that the hearing involved in
creating faith is perceptive hearing, that is, listening attentively with the intent of
understanding.
To be sure, God’s Word is powerful to achieve his purposes. As the Lord declares in
Isaiah: “As the rain and the snow come down from heaven, and do not return to it without
watering the earth and making it bud and flourish, so that it yields seed for the sower and
bread for the eater, so is my word that goes out from my mouth: It will not return to me
empty, but will accomplish what I desire and achieve the purpose for which I sent it” (Is.
55:10-11, NIV). God’s Word is powerful even when his message is poorly articulated.
But God’s message proclaimed with deep conviction, passion and in a way that is
engaging and relevant to the lives of hearers has the potential for opening ears to the
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message that the Holy Spirit will work through. In other words, humor and rhetorical
devices may be used by the preacher in order to increase the willingness of his hearers to
listen to the message, so that through such listening the Holy Spirit might work.
Of course, this kind of thinking creates a tension that will be readily apparent to most
preachers. This tension was explored by Robert Kolb in an address to students at a
continuing education seminar at Concordia Seminary in 1997. During this address, Kolb
reflected on being faithful to the Gospel and using communication techniques to present a
“winsome witness” to the Gospel. He talked about the problem that Lutherans face when
discussing witnessing. In his 2006 Major Applied Project, Ron Rall quotes Dr. Kolb as
saying:
The problem had to do with saying ‘winsomely’ winsomely. I wanted to
avoid a term which would seem to make the effect and power of the Word
somehow dependent on our formulation of its message. This particular problem
might be labeled the ‘synergism of the convert-er.’ We are familiar with the
synergism of the convertee…Like all heresies, the synergism of the converter
has its opposite number, its mirror image: belief in a kind of magical working of
of the Word. Between these two poles…the synergism of the converter and the
magical belief that the Word works without our working at it…the Church
attempts to fulfill its God-given task of making disciples. Or, better said, we
function as God’s coworkers (1 Cor. 3:9) in the tension between a doctrine of
creation which places in our hands all the tools of human communication,
research, and insight on the one hand, and on the other hand, our confidence
that God alone works conversion and salvation through His Word, and that
often in ways which defy our explanation. 19
The tension of how and when to use “tools of human communication, research, and
insight” in service to God’s means of grace is quite apparent in Kolb’s comments. We
cannot call these “tools” means of grace since they do not deliver God’s grace and
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produce faith. Yet they are gifts of creation given by God. Gifts that may open ears and
minds to hear God’s Word.
Such hearing is essential for conversion and regeneration because it is the instrument
of the Holy Spirit. The Formula of Concord reminds us:
All who would be saved must hear this preaching, for the preaching
and the hearing of God’s Word are the Holy Spirit’s instruments in, with,
and through which he wills to act efficaciously, to convert men to God,
and to work in them both to will and achieve. 20
The Formula of Concord further explains:
Through this means (namely, the preaching and hearing of his Word)
God is active, breaks our hearts, and draws man, so that through the
preaching of the law man learns to know his sins and the wrath of God
and experiences genuine terror, contrition, and sorrow in his heart, and
through the preaching of and meditation upon the holy Gospel of the
gracious forgiveness of sins in Christ there is kindled in him a spark of
faith which accepts forgiveness of sins for Christ’s sake and comforts
itself with the promise of the Gospel. And in this way, the Holy Spirit,
who works all of this, is introduced into the heart. 21
In preaching, the activity of the Holy Spirit and the hearing of God’s Word are
important in the creation, nurture and preservation of faith. Yet this does not negate the
preacher’s role in the proclamation of God’s Word. Indeed, preachers are to “handle the
Word well –both in content and manner of presenting that content.”22
The Lutheran Confessions acknowledge that free will in external matters is still
somewhat present. “Even after the Fall,” states the Formula of Concord, “man still has
something of a free will in these external matters, so that he can go to church, listen to the
sermon, or not listen to it.” 23 Clearly, people can decide to listen to a sermon or not.
20
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Thus, preachers ought to equip themselves with all the communication tools they can
muster and make every effort to hone their rhetorical skills in order to help their hearers
make the decision to listen. Dr. Glenn Nielsen explains:
No doubt one factor in such a decision is how well that message is being
communicated. Poorly presented, the sermon may be ignored for rereading the bulletin, (or, as in the case of my children, circling every “the”
in the bulletin), thinking about the noon meal, or staring out a window or
at the stained glass. On the other hand, rhetorical skill employed well may
allow for the Word to be diligently and earnestly heard. The role of the
preacher thus necessitates a careful consideration of not only what will
be said in faithfulness to the Word but also how the sermon will be
heard so that the people may listen and meditate upon it. 24
To put it another way, preachers must be ready to hold their confidence in the divine
power and efficacy of God’s Word in tension with the need to develop and effectively
use communications skills in service to the Gospel.
This tension is apparent in other outreach practices. In an article on the practice of
evangelism and congregational outreach, Dr. David Peter noted the church’s need to be
faithful to Scripture, especially Scripture’s teaching on justification by grace through
faith in Christ, and the church’s need to use insights from sociology and marketing for
outreach purposes. In this article Dr. Peter speaks of faithfulness to the message of the
Gospel and the work of the Holy Spirit through the means of grace as the vertical
dimension of evangelism and outreach.

Human effort and the use of sociological

insights, marketing, and communications skills, on the other hand, are relegated to the
horizontal dimension. He writes:
The work of the Holy Spirit in the vertical dimension is primary. Our actions
--our “willing and exerting”—which are performed in the horizontal dimension,
are secondary. Yet human activity is necessary for bringing the Word of the
Gospel into contexts in which unregenerate people will hear it and through which
the Holy Spirit works faith. In this sense the vertical dimension –the divinely
24
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appointed means of grace—is essential. It is the esse of evangelism. But the
horizontal dimension –the use of outreach methods and strategies guided by an
understanding of human cultures, communication, and relationships—is also
valuable in a ministerial role. 25
Peter proposes that the error of many LCMS churches is that “they collapse the
practice of evangelism and outreach into one of the two dimensions.” 26
Some will reduce the church’s mission to the horizontal dimension and will
depend on the latest “proven method” for marketing the church while neglecting
its theological implications. Others will reduce evangelism to the vertical
dimension and will reject the instrumental role that human efforts (including
strategies that respond to changing cultures and contexts) have in outreach. 27
While the tension between these two dimensions is obvious to any preacher, pitting
them against each other creates a false dichotomy that actually hinders the Gospel. It is
true that no one will be saved apart from God’s means of grace. The message of the
Gospel must be presented in all its fullness and with clarity. This is primary. But First
Article insights from sociology, communication theory and marketing can be used to
expose people to the message of the Gospel through which they are brought to faith in
Christ. To put it another way, proclamation is concerned with the “what” of God’s
message, the content, and “communication (is concerned) with the ‘how,’ the manner in
which the message is delivered.” 28

The proclamation is more important than the

communication, but both are important and God-given.
Since rhetorical devices, along with other communication tools, are First Article gifts
and, when used properly, servants to God’s means of grace, then preachers are free to use
them.

Indeed, as stewards of all of God’s good and gracious gifts, it would be
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unthinkable not to use them. In the final analysis, preachers live in the tension of being
faithful to God’s Word and intentionally using “worldly” devices and insights that may
help the Word of God to be heard. There is a balance to be maintained here, not an
either/or approach. In the words of Glenn Nielsen:
We preach for the One who has called us into this ministry. We preach Him
for those entrusted to our care. Yes, we proclaim the One slain on the cross
and gloriously brought back to life by His Father, and in doing so, we seek
to bring our talents, knowledge, our skills, including those in the realm of
communication, into the service of that treasured Gospel. 29

Summary
The rhetorical device of humor is not a means of grace and cannot “deliver the goods”
when it comes to conversion, regeneration and sanctification. The riches of God’s grace
are imparted by the Holy Spirit through the proclamation and the hearing of God’s Word
of Law and Gospel. Yet a mechanical hearing of God’s Word will not do. Simply
hearing words in a sermon is not a magical formula that awakens faith and empowers
Christians to lead lives of service and dedication to God. Rather, the hearing must be
perceptive hearing, that is to say, hearing words that are comprehended, understood, and
meditated upon. For this reason, preachers make use of communication techniques such
as humor to encourage and enhance such hearing. Dangers are involved in using the
rhetorical device of humor – and these dangers will be addressed in the next chapter of
this project. But as long as preachers use humor and other communications skills to drive
home the point of God’s Word, being careful not to overshadow God’s Word, humor and
communication skills will be used in service to the Gospel.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE PROJECT IN CONTEXT OF RECENT RESEARCH

Introduction
“The intellectual pursuit of attempting to understand laughter scares me,” confesses
author and Bible scholar, Erik Thoennes. “In some ways,” he adds, “laughter defies
explanation and definition. Humor’s resistance to exegesis seems to be a part of the
magic.” 30 Thoennes’ words have the ring of truth about them. A very academic and
atomistic approach to humor would not only be a complex and trying task, but would also
likely suck all the fun out the topic! However, if the effects and usefulness of humor in
preaching are to be addressed and understood with even a modicum of clarity, then the
topic must be examined with a certain amount of academic rigor. Research should be
conducted on humor’s impact on speaking and teaching, particularly when it comes to
humor’s ability to move or persuade the speaker’s hearers. Furthermore, the current
views on humor’s usefulness in communication held by various speakers and
communication experts should be examined. Such an examination may offer numerous
insights regarding the appropriateness and inappropriateness of various types of humor in
the task of preaching. This study, therefore, will consider how humor impacts a
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speaker’s ability to persuade by examining how humor relates to Aristotle’s three means
to persuade. It will also consider which types of humor are appropriate and inappropriate
in the task of preaching by investigating current views on humor’s role in communication
held by various experts.

Humor in Aristotle’s Three Means to Persuade
In his Rhetoric, Aristotle postulates that there are three means to persuasion, 31 that is
to say, there are three means that are highly effective in working a change in people’s
thoughts, attitudes, and behaviors. These means are: pathos, which is concerned with the
emotions and tendencies of an audience; logos, which deals with the arguments and
proofs of a presentation; and ethos, which has to do with the moral character of the
speaker.
While Christian preachers can benefit considerably from Aristotle’s elucidation of
these three means, they must also be cognizant of Aristotle’s worldview and biases.
According to Aristotle, the goal of persuasion is to win people over to the speaker’s way
of thinking through the speaker’s rhetorical skill and the wisdom of his arguments. He is
to build his case by using all the devices available to him. In a word, success and change
are dependent on the speaker.
Contrast this, then, to what God’s Word says about preaching and Christian
witnessing. The goal of Christian preaching and witnessing (Christian persuasion if you
will) is to gain a hearing, convey good news, and establish a connection with the Triune
God. It is not so much about presenting arguments, but about introducing people to Jesus
31
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--giving them a good look at the Savior. Further, the success of this activity does not
depend on the speaker and his skill, but on the Holy Spirit working through God’s Word.
It is the Holy Spirit who opens and changes hearts and minds so that people come to
know and rely on their Savior. Thus, the goal, motivation and power of Christian
persuasion are significantly different from the goal, motivation and power of the
persuasion presented by Aristotle.
Perhaps the greatest difficulty in using Aristotle’s means to persuade in a Christian
context is maintaining a proper understanding of the preacher’s goal in his attempts to
persuade. In other words, preachers need to be keenly aware of what they are trying to
persuade people to do. So often preachers are tempted to think that a change of heart and
the creation of faith in Christ are achieved through their persuasive powers -- through the
strength and logic of their arguments. Given enough rhetorical skill and apologetic
cleverness, so the thinking goes, the preacher will break through the hearer’s hardness of
heart and win him to Christ. Yet conversion is impossible without the Holy Spirit
working through the saving message of Christ. The changes that occur in a person’s
heart, attitudes, character, and behavior when he comes to faith in Jesus Christ are
produced by the power of the Gospel, not by the persuasive powers of the preacher. The
Gospel is “the power of God for the salvation of everyone who believes” (Rom. 1:16,
NIV).
This is not to say that preachers should abandon their attempts to persuade. Rather,
they should understand that their communications skills (including the use of Aristotle’s
three means) may be utilized to persuade their hearers to greater faith, a greater
understanding of God’s Word, and a greater willingness to hear the saving message of
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Jesus Christ. Faith is created by the Holy Spirit who uses the Gospel to engender trust in
Christ. One cannot persuade a person to faith. But a preacher can use persuasion to
teach and gain a thoughtful hearing of the Gospel.
Thus, using Aristotle’s three means to persuade in the Christian context may be useful
in achieving godly goals, albeit not the creation of faith itself. Consequently, this project
will consider how humor relates to Aristotle’s three means to persuade and how this
relationship may prove beneficial to the task of preaching.

Humor as it Relates to Ethos
According to Aristotle, ethos, that is, the moral character of the speaker, is a means to
persuade people. If the audience perceives the speaker to be moral and worthy of
confidence, his speech will more likely be granted a favorable reception. The more the
audience trusts and likes the speaker, the more readily they will accept his message and
be persuaded by it. Aristotle wrote, “Persuasion is achieved by the speaker’s personal
character when the speech is so spoken as to make us think him credible. We believe
good men more fully and more readily than others.” 32 In other words, one’s manner of
life and the sincerity of one’s convictions do make a difference in a speaker’s attempts to
persuade.
The importance of the speaker’s manner of life and the sincerity of his convictions in
his attempts to persuade is especially great for the preacher of the Gospel. As Paul
pointed out to Timothy in so many of Paul’s admonitions to the young pastor, preachers
preach sermons with their words and with their manner of life. Timothy was to “watch
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his life and doctrine closely”(1 Timothy 4:16). He was to “preach the Word in season
and out of season” and “set an example for believers in speech, in life, in love, in faith,
and in purity” (2 Timothy 4:2 and 1 Timothy 4:12). Richard Caemmerer picks up this
idea in his book, Preaching for the Church. According to Caemmerer, a preacher’s
power to persuade is especially strong because of his life and ministry of love –because
he “approaches people over a total front.” 33 Caemmerer writes:
When people look at a preacher, they interpret his language and pay attention to
him because of everything that they know about him. This should make the
pastor’s preaching especially helpful. He meets people in many areas of life. He
comforts the sick and dying, counsels families, helps the needy and doubting,
enjoys himself with people at play, buys in the shops of his community, votes at
its polls… When people know a preacher, they are looking at his message
through a lens ground to their fit by their entire acquaintance with him…
Aristotle’s first proof of persuasion was that the hearer find the speaker
trustworthy. Our Lord said it even more bluntly: “Ye are witnesses of these
things” (Luke 24:48). 34
To be sure, the ethos of a preacher is very important and a favorable character
increases his power to persuade. But how does humor contribute to ethos? How does it
aid ethos in persuasion? To put it simply, humor helps in capturing the good will of the
audience. It gives the impression that the speaker is clever, or humble, or fun. Used
properly, humor keeps the speaker from being viewed as self-righteous or pedantic. In
short, humorous preachers are likeable.
In my introductory remarks I mentioned that the participants in Thom Rainer’s study
on why people join a church indicated that they view humorous preachers as authentic.
After listing humorous as one of the words used to describe authentic pastors, Rainer
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goes on to state that “the authenticity of the pastor was mentioned as the most positive
character trait noticed by the formerly unchurched.” 35 And so humor can be a beneficial
element in a preacher’s ethos, causing him to be perceived as more authentic and
increasing his chances of being heard.
In Humor as an Instructional Defibrillator, author Ron Berk discusses at length the
need for teachers and students to make a “connection.” Too often students fear teachers
and view them as “weird” (Berk’s word). 36 Even before a student enters the classroom,
barriers separate him from his teacher. “Humor,” says Berk, “can chop down, smash,
demolish, even vaporize (these) pre-existing barriers… It opens up communication that’s
not based on fear and intimidation. Instead, the communication is positive, constructive,
and relaxed.” 37 Students view the humorous teacher as trustworthy and approachable –
and become more receptive to what he is trying to communicate to them.
A humorous preacher and his congregation can establish this kind of connection. The
perception that the preacher is trustworthy and approachable will be especially strong
when he uses self-deprecating humor. Commenting on how to hold a congregation’s
attention, John Darkeford writes, “A preacher can use self-deprecating humor to disarm
the stereotype of clergy as arrogant or opinionated… The humor advocated here is the
kind that gives the impression of humility and makes the listener feel relaxed and
receptive.” 38
Elaine Lundberg and Cheryl Thurston echo this theme when they encourage teachers
to admit their mistakes and laugh at them. This not only shows the authenticity and
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approachability of a teacher, but it also shows students that “mistakes are not the end of
the world.” This kind of humor, says Lundberg and Thurston, “helps people feel that
they are not alone.” 39
It can be argued that making light of one’s self conveys a sense of humanness and
humility that is extremely attractive to people. In the pulpit, it may demonstrate a spirit
of fun and project an image of a preacher who takes the Word of God seriously, but who
does not take himself too seriously. Such a preacher will be viewed as authentic, humble,
and approachable –and will have ready and willing listeners. There can be little doubt,
then, that humor contributes significantly and positively to the ethos of a preacher.

Humor as it Relates to Pathos
Another of Aristotle’s means of persuasion is pathos, that is, putting the hearer into an
appropriate state of mind. It is an appeal based on the hearer’s emotions, tendencies, and
attitudes. One might even call it “eliciting” emotions.
In his book Faithful Persuasion, David Cunningham uses pathos in a wider sense –a
sense which is consistent with Aristotle’s understanding. Cunningham writes,
“Persuasion with reference to the ‘pathos’ of the audience concerns not only emotions,
but also the wide variety of ways in which the state or condition of the audience affects
the persuasive appeal of the speech.” 40 In other words, constructing a persuasive speech
involves keeping the attitudes and the background of your hearers in mind. “People have
the best chance of developing an effective message,” say Ronald Adler and George
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Rodman, “when they understand the other person’s point of view.” 41 Construct a speech
around the hearer’s point of the view. Bond with the audience. The less the preacher and
the audience have in common, the less persuasive the preacher’s appeal will be. The
preacher needs to build rapport with his hearers.
Effective preachers know their audiences. They build rapport with their audiences so
they can move and change them with the Word of God, particularly with God’s Word of
Law and Gospel. And humor can be said to be an aid in establishing rapport because
everyone enjoys a good laugh. People prefer joy to sorrow; a smile to a frown. Love of
humor is something we have in common. Thom Rainer has pointed out that humor can
unite people and get them to work together. He quotes a seasoned pastor who said, “You
find a church that’s reaching people, and you’ll find a church that laughs together.” 42
Humor can be a tie that binds.
After stressing a speaker’s need to establish rapport with his audience, John Drakeford
shares an experience he had speaking to the inmates of a penitentiary. They were not
impressed by his professional qualifications and only begrudgingly agreed to listen to
him. Yet by using humor, particularly in his opening remarks, the inmates warmed up to
him. After speaking ten minutes, the leader of the group handed him the session for the
rest of the hour. “Humor had given me possession of my audience,” states Drakeford. 43
After sharing this experience, Drakeford expounds his point by relaying the story of a
black 19th century preacher named John Jasper who gained rapport with a cynical
newspaper reporter by using humor. After Jasper delivered a humorous sermon about the
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sun moving around the earth, the reporter was won over by the man’s oratory. He
became convinced –not that the sun moved, “but that Jasper was a sincere, great man.” 44
Drakeford’s experience and observation concerning John Jasper underscore the need
for preachers, teachers and other speakers to neutralize the potential hostility of an
audience. Thankfully, Ronald Adler and George Rodman offer two guidelines for
handling a hostile audience: “(1) show that you understand their point of view and (2) if
possible, use appropriate humor.” 45
A good example of a speaker neutralizing the hostility of an audience using both of
these guidelines was Barbara Bush who was invited to speak at the commencement
exercises at Wellesley College in 1990. After the invitation was announced, a number of
students protested the choice of Mrs. Bush as the commencement speaker because Mrs.
Bush's fame and recognition were gained through her husband’s achievements.
Even though she knew of the protest, Mrs. Bush agreed to speak at the
commencement. During her speech, Mrs. Bush diffused most of the hostility by offering
a speech that showed understanding and a wonderful lighthearted quality:
For over fifty years, it was said that the winner of Wellesley’s annual hoop
race would be the first to get married. Now they say the winner will be
the first to become a C.E.O. Both of these stereotypes show too little
tolerance…So I offer you today a new legend: the winner of the hoop
race will be the first to realize her dream, not society’s dream, but her
own personal dream. 46
This corresponds with the experiences of some preachers who know their hearers well
and understand that they have difficulty with some of the hard teachings of Scripture. It
follows, then, that preachers who find themselves in this kind of situation can bond with
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their hearers by acknowledging the difficulty of that teaching and using humor to make
the teaching more palatable. Using humor to make difficult teachings more palatable is a
major premise of John Drakeford in his book Humor in Preaching. Drakeford writes of
his experiences giving a lecture called Surviving the Sex Talk With Your Children to
conservative church groups. At the beginning of his presentation he and his audience
would be noticeably and understandably uncomfortable. In Drakeford’s own words, the
audience looked “somewhat grim and serious.” 47 This did not last long, however, since
he used humor to diffuse the situation. Drakeford writes:
To emphasize the importance of timing I would say, “One of the best ways of
knowing when to talk to your child about sexuality is to listen for a question,” and
then I would tell the following story:
Johnny has just come in from school and addresses his father.
“Daddy, there’s something I need to ask you.”
“What is it, Son?”
“Daddy, where did I come from?”
The father reaches over and picks up the diagrams he has nearby for
just such a situation as this and spends the next forty-five minutes
explaining the birth processes. Inwardly congratulating himself on a job
well done, he asks, “Does that answer your question?”
“Not exactly.”
“What do you mean, not exactly?”
“Well, Billy Jones up the street says he came from Arkansas, and I was
wondering where I came from.”
The roar of response put everyone at ease, and in the course of many years of
giving this talk to conservative groups, I never had any objections. Humor had
saved the day. 48
I have used this technique myself on a number of occasions. During a sermon about
five years ago, I wanted to warn my members to stay away from certain inspirational
speakers whose messages are totally devoid of Christ crucified and risen from the dead. 49
I wanted to show that, because these speakers say nothing about sin and the grace of God
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in Christ, they are not helping people come to know Jesus and get to heaven. I began by
saying, “These inspirational speakers may offer you some good, practical advice about
life. I mean, when they tell you not to compare your wife’s cooking with your mother’s
cooking, that’s very good advice. Of course, if you enjoy sleeping on the couch, go
ahead and compare your wife’s cooking to your mother’s.” I got a very big laugh after
that last comment, and while they were still smiling I added, “But what good is that
advice if they’re not directing people to Jesus? What good are these speakers if they’re
not teaching people the way of salvation? Mere entertainment doesn’t save you, it
doesn’t build your faith in Christ.” Many people in our culture swear by these
inspirational speakers. To say anything against them would be like trashing Mr. Rogers
and his wonderful neighborhood of Make Believe in their eyes. Yet I was able to present
a warning against these speakers that was relatively easy to accept. Humor does ease the
blow of difficult teachings and the tension of uncomfortable situations.
In the Walt Disney movie Mary Poppins, the main character of the same name sings,
“A spoon full of sugar helps the medicine go down.” The truths of Scripture are
medicine for the soul, but sometimes they are difficult to accept and internalize. A dose
of humor may possibly be that metaphorical spoon full of sugar that makes the medicine
go down –and help stay down. Used properly, humor in preaching may be a significant
aid in helping a preacher establish rapport with his hearers. The preacher who
understands his congregation, having pathos securely under his belt, will likely see his
parishioners’ need for laughter and come across many opportunities to bond with them
using humor.
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Humor as it Relates to Pathos in Service to Logos
Aristotle’s third means for persuasion is logos, or the argument itself. Aristotle
writes, “Persuasion is effected through the speech itself when we have proved a truth or
an apparent truth by means of the persuasive arguments suitable to the case in
question.” 50 In church jargon we call this the message, the content that the preacher is
trying to proclaim by using language. Sermons that persuade and move people to greater
faith are not merely products of a preacher’s character (ethos) and understanding of his
audience (pathos). Such sermons are constructed with language, ideas presented in a
logical progression, and demonstrations of Biblical truth. In other words, a sermon must
have substance and be understandable to be truly persuasive.
But how can humor strengthen the logos? Humor is an aid in conveying the logos or
message because it captures the attention of the audience. Capturing the hearer’s
attention is really an element of pathos because it speaks to the condition of the audience.
However, this element of pathos serves the logos because it engages the hearer and helps
the message be heard. Writing on student engagement in the college class setting, Ron
Berk comments:
Students enter our classrooms with their own baggage of personal distractions,
or, as Professor Charles Kingsfield of the Paper Chase called it, “a mind
full of mush.” We do not know what is on their minds when they sit down.
It could be a fight with a significant other, chapped lips, unwanted body
hair, ruptured spleen, or a monkey named Jerome. Our job is to snap them
to attention and concentrate it on the topic for the day –to be fully engaged
in learning activities. 51
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According to Berk, teachers can snap students to attention and engage them in
learning activities by using humor. Humor can serve as a “hook” –something that can
“pull students into the learning process to engage their emotions and focus their minds.” 52
Berk isn’t alone in this assessment of humor’s power to engage. In his treatment of
winning people’s attention, Paul Swets recommends that speakers put their “best self”
forward. This best self is the self that is “open, humorous, interested in other
people…(and) eager to learn.” 53 Adler and Rodman encourage speakers to personalize
their speeches in order to engage their audiences. They suggest, “If you happen to be
good at storytelling, make a narration part of your speech. If humor is a personal
strength, be funny.” 54
Moreover, most preachers have personally experienced humor’s power to engage
listeners. Many a preacher has experienced the phenomenon of watching his church
members drift off during a sermon only to see them roused by a funny expression or
story. Humor rouses the mind so that other material can get in.
John Drakeford postulates that people today find it difficult to pay attention because
they are not relaxed enough. “The hectic, stressful pace of life today makes it difficult
for people to pay attention to the preacher. People aren’t relaxed enough to give their full
attention.” 55

One key to relaxing hearers, according to Drakeford, is laughter. He

writes:
In laughter of less intensity, the relaxation factor is evident in people who,
after a spell of laughter, find it difficult to write or thread a needle or
perform any other activity requiring fine muscle coordination. A further
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indication of this relaxed condition is a feeling of well-being…Because
of this relaxing effect, the speaker who uses humor in his sermons may
discover himself ministering to a relaxed, responsive congregation that
will be a joy and delight to him. 56
Humor’s ability to relax people and reduce stress is affirmed by Ron Berk’s research.
While studies measuring the reduction of stress hormones through the use of humor and
laughter proved inconclusive, ample evidence indicates that humor and laughter relax
muscles and increase the strength of the immune system’s defenses. 57 Not only does a
laughing person feel a sense of well being, but he also experiences something that
benefits him physiologically.
Obviously, a congregation that is relaxed and happy will be more responsive to a
preacher than a congregation that is tense and frustrated. Consequently, humor does help
people become more receptive to a preacher’s logos.

Humor as it Relates to Logos
Up to this point I have not dealt with the issue of whether humor can be used to
communicate the logos itself. Can humor be used to make a serious point? Can it be
used to convey understanding and a reasonable argument?
Some have argued that humor cannot be used to make a sermon point. Humor is for
entertainment and does not relate to sermon topics. Yet in many books on the use of
humor in preaching and teaching, the authors insist that humor be used to make a point
and that it only be used when it bears a natural relationship with the topic. “Humor can
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sometimes be distracting when it bears no natural relationship to what the students are
studying.” 58 “If humor is natural to a preacher, then it should be used in preaching; but
one must never ‘import’ jokes just to make the congregation laugh.” 59 “If you happen to
know or can find a joke that is appropriate to your subject and occasion, it can help you
build audience interest…Be sure, though, that the joke is appropriate to the audience, as
well as the occasion and you as a speaker.” 60 Rudolph Verderber, former professor of
Communication at the University of Cincinnati, suggests that to be highly effective in
communication, one should “relate humor to the topic. If you discover an amusing way
of developing some point in your speech, your audience will listen.” 61 If so many
authors insist that humor can and should be used to make a point, then it is likely that
humor can be used in a natural relationship with what the preacher is talking about. It
can be used to make a point.
But do people remember a serious point made by using humor? Does it aid in the
retention of the logos? Numerous authors have made that claim. Lundberg and Thurston
suggest that humor is a “hook” that “triggers recall.” 62 Berk cites some evidence that
laughter in a classroom increases memory. 63 Yet this claim lacks sufficient evidence to
be taken at face value. Is there anything else that suggests that humor aids in the
retention of a message, particularly points in a sermon?
The key may be to understand the nature of narrative preaching or story telling. Since
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humor used in making a sermon point often comes in the form of a story, it shares some
of the qualities of narrative preaching and story telling. Because stories encourage
audience participation, they are usually easy to remember. Quoting Robert Hughes and
Robert Kysar to illustrate the preacher’s need to use vivid images and stories in sermons
for people living in a postmodern age, Glenn Nielsen states:
People carry away from the sermon mental pictures evoked by the preacher’s
words; the propositions of the sermons are quickly jettisoned from memory.
The images and stories are their key to the message of the sermon. If we want
people to remember our sermons (and who does not?), and if they remember
stories and images, then we need to fashion those carefully so that they
carry the focus and function of the sermon. 64
People remember vivid images and stories, and humorous pictures and stories are no
exception. Most preachers spend less time memorizing the stories in their sermons than
they spend memorizing other material. They spend even less time memorizing funny
stories --because stories, especially funny stories, are easy to remember. It is no great
stretch, then, to conclude that humor helps in the retention of sermon points.
But what about using humor to communicate the Scriptural teachings of Law and
Gospel? Since almost every verse in the Bible can be characterized as a teaching of the
Law, Gospel, or both, asking whether humor can be utilized to communicate these
teachings is not only legitimate, but also extremely important to the task of preaching.
Unfortunately, I have not encountered anything in my research which deals specifically
with the use of humor in preaching Law and Gospel. I will, therefore, offer some my
own thoughts.
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It is almost self-evident that humor can be used to convey the Law. In the section
Humor as it Relates to Pathos, presented earlier in this chapter, it was stated that humor
can be used to ease the tension caused by some of the difficult teachings in the Bible.
These difficult teachings are oftentimes teachings of the Law. These are teachings that
cause us to squirm because they call us to repent and to forsake the status quo which
might be comfortable to us. They call us to die to self. Several writers have observed
that using humor in teaching these kinds of doctrines often eases tension so that hearers
can hear and accept the message. In his book Marketplace Preaching: How to Return the
Sermon to Where It Belongs, author Calvin Miller advises, “First of all, the pastor must
watch for those kinds of sermons that tend to become tense and remain too tense for
people to follow. Remember that tension can be broken by such things as comic relief
(the possible telling of a joke) or the using of a lighthearted illustration.” 65 It follows,
then, that humor can be used in preaching the Law and that its use in preaching the Law
has beneficial effects.
In addition to this, humor is often used in sermons to underscore our human
weaknesses and foibles. In a sense, we laugh at our puny and pathetic attempts to live up
to God’s standards. Or we smile nervously at the gigantic gap between our morality and
God’s perfection. Although not an exaggeration, the contrast between our goodness and
God’s goodness borders on the absurd. In short, using humor to preach the Law is
possible and humor may even lend itself to the preaching of the Law.
Using humor to communicate the Gospel, on the other hand, is a bit problematic.
There is nothing humorous about the events of Jesus’ passion and death. The cross
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shows us the tremendous price that Jesus paid for the redemption of the world. Only an
insensitive fool would find amusement in the cross of Jesus Christ. David Buttrick
elaborates on this when he writes, “While there may be passages from scripture that are
hilarious (in some ways, profoundly, Christian faith is a laughing matter!), the gospel is
ultimately serious, for it speaks of a crucified Christ to the deepest levels of human selfunderstanding.” 66 Clearly, Christ’s sacrificial death on the cross is no laughing matter.
However, it has been my experience that humor can be used –and used effectively—
to explain and describe the fruit of the Gospel. A preacher may talk about the Christian’s
forgiveness in Christ in terms of God’s smiling face. Apart from Christ, God’s face
would frown (metaphorically speaking) at us. Apart from Christ, our sins would cause
God’s brows to knit together angrily. But because Jesus has redeemed us, God’s face
beams on us. When God looks at the blood bought Christian, he grins from ear to ear.
This image of God smiling at us is lighthearted and playful. Its humor reflects our joy in
the Lord. Consider, too, the whole image of a redeemed sinner approaching God as a
dear child approaches his dear father. This image is enough to make any parent smile –
because we know how bold kids are when they want something. They unabashedly
approach their parents with every request imaginable!
God made us and Jesus redeemed us to be joyful people –a people created and
redeemed to enjoy a close, happy, and loving relationship with God. As Jesus reminds us
in John 15:11, “I have told you this so that my joy may be in you and that your joy may
be complete” (NIV). Thus, using humor in proclaiming the Gospel often takes the form
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of describing the joy Christians have because of their status as God’s children and the joy
they experience as they live under a risen (not a dead) Savior. This kind of humor is
descriptive, illustrating the kind of changes that are produced by the Gospel. While it is
very unlikely that a preacher can utilize humor in preaching Christ crucified, he can use it
to convey something of the joy of the resurrection and the joy and character of our new
life in Christ.
Humor can be used to make a point. Often it is an incidental part of a story – the
preacher sharing some quirky characteristic of a great saint in his former parish. Yet
humor can be used to convey the logos itself. Humor can be used as a mirror, revealing
our weaknesses and our need for God. Used creatively and descriptively, it can also
convey the sweetness of the Gospel.

Current Views on Appropriate and Inappropriate Humor
Humor is used in a wide variety of fields and disciplines, the most obvious of which
is the entertainment industry. In the words of Cosmo Brown, one of the lead characters
in the 1952 movie Singin’ in the Rain:
Make ‘em laugh. Make laugh.
Don’t you know everyone wants to laugh? (Ha ha!)
My dad said, “Be an actor my son,
But be a comical one.
They’ll be standing in lines
For those honky tonk monkeyshines.” 67
However, since the primary and often sole goal of this use of humor is to evoke
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laughter in a recreational setting, this kind of humor often pushes the envelope when it
comes to good taste and constructive communication. Comedians who will do and say
anything for a laugh are all too common in today’s climate of fierce competition among
entertainers. Examining current views on humor in the entertainment industry, therefore,
will not suite the purpose of this project. However, since humor is often used in the
fields of teaching, public speaking and preaching for the sake of enhancing
communication, I believe gauging current views on the use of humor in these areas will
prove most beneficial. And so I will briefly examine the types of humor that teachers,
homileticians, and communication experts consider effective or detrimental in delivering
the messages that they want their hearers to receive.

Inappropriate Forms of Humor
Humor is a good and useful gift of God. Authors Cal and Rose Samra echo that
sentiment when they write: “Holy humor…is a powerful peace-making and bridgebuilding tool that can be used to defuse anger and hatred, reduce tensions, and resolve
conflicts.” 68 Yet not all humor is “holy.” Like all of God’s gifts, humor can be abused
and used for sinful purposes. It is absolutely necessary, therefore, for a Christian
preacher to come to terms with which humor is appropriate for the preaching and
teaching of God’s Word, which humor is neutral, which humor is to be used with caution,
and which humor is to be avoided altogether. To quote authors and educators Diana
Loomans and Karen Kolberg:
There are two very distinct sides to the humor coin: the comic and the
tragic. Humor can be a social lubricant or a social retardant in the
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educational setting. It can educate or denigrate, heal or harm, embrace
or deface. It’s a powerful communication tool, no matter which side is
chosen. Ridicule has been used for thousands of years both to maintain
the status quo as well as to change it. 69

Sexual Humor
Quoting Eph. 5:4 in his book, Humor in Preaching, John Drakeford flatly asserts that
sexual jokes are “forbidden to Christians: ‘Dirty stories, foul talk, and course jokes –these
are not for you’ (THE LIVING BIBLE).” 70 However, as he builds his case, it becomes
clear that he means off-color sexual humor or humor that degrades God’s gift of sex.
Drakeford explains:
Christians do not need the outlet of sexual humor, for in the Bible
they discover a wholesome view of sexuality. The Christian view
of human sexuality is that it is creative (Genesis 1:22), unifying
(Genesis 2:24), not to be exploited (Exodus 20:14) or perverted
(Leviticus 18:22), and to be our servant rather than our master
(Matthew 19:12). 71

According to Drakeford, Christians have a wholesome and proper understanding of
human sexuality. Consequently, off-color sexual jokes, i.e., humor that exploits and
perverts sexuality, are counter productive to Christian preaching and teaching. The
Christian view of sex as God’s precious gift to married couples is “altogether different
from the view that underlies most sexual jokes.” 72
This view is affirmed by secular educator and author Ronald Berk. Commenting on
offensive humor in the context of the classroom, Berk writes, “Regardless of the gender
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composition of your class, sexual humor is out of bounds as a teaching tool, unless that’s
what you’re teaching.” 73

Profanity
Profanity, according to Berk, is also to be avoided. While acknowledging its
prevalence in today’s culture, Berk cautions:
Expletives are heard just about everywhere…However, despite the increasing
frequency of profane language around us, its use in jokes in the classroom
is inappropriate and unnecessary, plus it cannot be bleeped out of our presentation. Whenever it occurs, its crudity debases the level of discourse
and the “discourser.” 74

The fallout from the use of offensive language should not be minimized, especially
among young people. The embarrassment and shock caused by offensive language may
cause irreparable damage to the relationship a speaker has with his hearers. In the case of
a student, the student may even “stop coming to class to avoid the preceding feelings, the
risk of a recurrence, or a confrontation with the perpetrator (YOU!).” 75 Most Christians
realize that preachers are human and they appreciate it when preachers own up to their
shortcomings. However, since preachers are to be above reproach (1 Tim. 3:2) and
model the Christian life for other believers, it seems likely that a preacher’s use of
offensive language would cause significant embarrassment and shock among his hearers.
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Self-deprecating Humor
Almost all humorous people will acknowledge that humor is a very personal thing.
Tastes in humor vary widely. One person may find the slapstick comedy of the Three
Stooges hilarious, while another person may barely be able to tolerate their antics. One
person may find the dry wit of Victor Borge extremely amusing and enjoyable, while
another person may fall fast asleep during one of his concerts. 76 Yet some types of
humor have almost universal appeal and far-reaching benefits. Some types of humor
seem to lend themselves easily to the task of preaching and establishing a connection
with hearers. Self-deprecating humor is one of these types.
Self-deprecating humor involves a speaker poking fun at himself or making light of
himself. As was previously acknowledged in the section on how humor relates to the
ethos of a preacher, the use of self-deprecating humor can “disarm the stereotype of
clergy as arrogant” 77 and give the impression of humility. People identify with the
preacher and regard him as authentic. Commenting on the motive for using selfdeprecating humor and how it affects hearers, psychologist Avner Ziv writes:
A second motive for self-disparaging humor is to achieve appreciation.
The (speaker) knows that the personal trait being ridiculed is present
in others to some extent, too, and his self-disparagement enables them
to identify with him…This identification can win sympathy, appreciation,
and even love for the person who dares to touch and laugh at the weaknesses that exist in us, too. 78
The use of self-deprecating humor allows a preacher to identify with the humanity,
problems and weaknesses of his hearers. It also conveys a sense of humility in the
preacher –a quality that many people find lacking in the profession. This lack of humility
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in a preacher is especially tragic because it reflects the loss of awe, reverence, and
wonder over the privilege of speaking for God. In the words of homiletician Thomas
Long, it “is good to be in the pulpit, but we are not there because we are good.” 79
Commenting on Karl Barth’s remarks regarding the preacher’s need for humility and
humor, Long states further:
“Never lose a sense of humor about yourself.” Perhaps that line ought to
be engraved on a plaque and placed on the back of the pulpit alongside
the traditional quotation from John, “We would see Jesus.” The Johannine
quote would remind us to take the task of preaching the gospel of Christ
seriously; the other phrase would encourage us not to take ourselves too
seriously while we are doing that task. Moreover, a sense of humor in
worship is not only a sign of humility, but also of the gospel’s liberating
power. 80
Humor and humility seem to go hand in hand. After discussing the common root of
“humor” and “humility’ (the Latin word “humus,” meaning “of the earth”), Cal and Rose
Samra suggest that humor reminds us of our own fragility and earthiness. It is a gentle
reminder of “our propensity to mess things up even when we have the best of intentions”
and “our powerlessness apart from God.” 81
All this suggests that self-deprecating humor is beneficial to both the preacher and his
hearers. It aids a preacher in maintaining a sense of awe and humility in his preaching
and allows his hearers to identify with him. His hearers begin to view him as authentic
and sincere –and this creates an attitude of openness in which the preacher’s messages are
heard and taken to heart. The preacher also enjoys the benefit of knowing that the
laughter directed at him is unlikely to offend others since the laughter is not directed
against them.
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But are there dangers involved in employing self-deprecating humor? Can it be used
in such a way that the preacher’s image among his members is hurt and his message
hindered? Unfortunately, there may be a down side to using self-deprecating humor. In
his examination of self-disparaging humor, Ziv has observed:
There is an additional aspect (of self-disparaging humor) that has not yet
been mentioned –that is…the listener’s feeling of superiority. The moment
someone declares his weaknesses in public, others can have a feeling of
comparative superiority, which, being pleasurable, is expressed in a smile
or laughter. 82
Recognizing the danger of too much self-deprecating humor, professional speaker
Joan Detz advises people not to overdo it. Knocking oneself down too much may cause
the audience “to question your competence or reputation.” 83 Using too much selfdeprecating humor or using self-deprecating humor that is too harsh may quickly cause
people to wonder whether you belong in the pulpit or on the speaker’s platform at all.
Avoiding self-deprecating humor altogether, however, is not the solution. According
to Detz, a “light deprecating touch” is the perfect tool for getting and keeping the
audience’s attention. She uses the late Congressman Sonny Bono, known for his comedy
sketches with his former wife Cher, as an example of this light touch in self-deprecating
humor. Detz writes:
Sonny Bono marveled at being elected to Congress as a Republican: “The
last thing in the world I thought I would be is a U. S. Congressman, given
all the bobcat vests and Eskimo boots I used to wear.” 84

This suggests that a light, self-deprecating sense of humor is highly desirable in
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speakers. Since such humor also has a way of keeping a speaker humble and giving the
impression that the speaker is authentic, it follows that this type of humor ought to be
sought and cultivated by speakers. Sadly, though, there are indications that suggest that
this kind of humor is not as common as people believe and that cultivating it may require
tremendous effort. After stating that a person’s ability to laugh at himself is thought to be
a very desirable trait, Avner Ziv shares the following story about an experience he had
with a group of college students.
When my colleagues and I asked students if they used this type of humor,
almost all of them answered in the affirmative. When asked to give an
example from personal experience, they were dumbfounded; they stiffened
and kept silent. Why does man’s ability to laugh at himself have such a
high social desirability? Maybe just because it is so rare? 85
Ziv goes on to suggest that, because people take themselves very seriously and devote
a great deal of time and energy to presenting themselves in a good light, they are afraid to
present themselves in a humorous way. They “suspect that presenting themselves
humorously will hurt their image.” 86 To put it another way, people say they like to laugh
at themselves, but lack the courage to do it. It is a good idea in the abstract, but does not
manifest itself in the concrete.
Clearly, not every speaker is comfortable using self-deprecating humor. Those who
are, according to numerous experts, have a rare and precious gift. Because it is so rare
and desirable, most experts encourage its development and use. However, since overuse
of this type of humor may cause hearers to question the speaker’s abilities, a light, selfdeprecating touch seems most appropriate and beneficial when giving a speech or
teaching a class.
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Private Jokes and Sarcasm
Most professional speakers, educators and homileticians take a dim view of using
private jokes and sarcasm in human communication. Private jokes exclude people 87 and
damage laugh-ready environments where “people feel safe and free to be uninhibited.” 88
Sarcasm, in its most basic form, is an expression of contempt or hostility toward a person
or a group of people. David Buttrick observes:
Laughter prompted by sarcasm is seldom helpful. Sarcasm is always a
form of veiled hostility; it is essentially murderous. Thus, when people
laugh at witty sarcasms, they will usually laugh out of shared hatreds.
Such laughter in a sermon is rather clearly alien to the gospel. 89
According to Buttrick, a preacher would do well to avoid sarcasm in preaching (and in
all of his communications). A frustrated preacher may view sarcasm as fitting and
cathartic, but there is a strong possibility that it may backfire and convey hostility.
Directing sarcastic comments at hearers is especially dangerous. Paul Swets writes:
When an audience senses that a speaker does not really care for them,
they stop listening… People seem to have an uncanny ability for detecting how you really feel about them. They pick up clues not only
from your word selection, but from your actions, your facial expressions, your tone of voice. 90
Swets concludes his remarks by suggesting that a speaker control his emotions.
Emotions such as anger are a choice, Swets contends. They can be controlled. 91
Sarcastic remarks often take the form of teasing, and so some experts suggest that
even teasing should be carefully gauged. In discussing the place of teasing in the
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classroom, Elaine Lundberg and Cheryl Thurston encourage teachers to practice teasing
in order to “make people feel included, even special.” But they quickly add that this
teasing must be kind. Teachers must be wary of using teasing as a weapon. Furthermore,
they recommend that teachers carefully monitor students’ reactions because teasing can
sting even when meant in the kindest way. 92

Imported Jokes
Interestingly, most experts discourage the use of jokes that are unrelated to the
speaker’s topic. Author and noted homiletician Warren Wiersbe calls these kind of jokes
“imported” since they are brought into a sermon simply to get a laugh. 93 Typically, these
kind of jokes are employed when a speaker finds a joke so amusing that he feels
compelled to “import” it into his speech (“This is so funny. How do I work it into my
presentation?”). According to Wiersbe, imported jokes should be avoided because they
contribute nothing to the sermon topic. 94
David Buttrick shares Wiersbe’s concern over telling jokes simply to get a laugh,
especially when such jokes slip into sermon introductions. Buttrick explains:
As we all know, after-dinner speakers will often trot out a “funny” at the
start of a speech. The strategy supposes that a joke will relax an audience,
and, indeed, make an audience happy to hear a speaker… The afterdinner speech convention has been picked up by preachers. The problem
of humor slipped into introductions is twofold: (1) The humor is almost
always disconnected, or at best tenuously connected with the subject
matter. Therefore, after a funny, preachers will probably have to design
a second introduction to refocus a congregation. Funnies are apt to be
tangential intrusions. (2)… Humor at the start of a sermon can set a
tone of down-home triviality which, predictably, people will like, but
from which few sermons can recover. 95
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Even famous professional speaker Caryl Rae Krannich cautions speakers not to begin
a speech with a joke. According to Krannich, this method is overused and often misused.
Moreover, she believes that “imported” jokes are far from beneficial. “A joke is
misused,” Krannich writes, “when it in no way relates to the message of the speech. It
doesn’t set the stage for the listeners or prepare them for your information or persuasion
if it is irrelevant to the focus of your speech.” 96
A danger of jokes in general is the distinct possibility that the joke may be old and
worn out. Such jokes may cause listeners to view the preacher as out of touch and
desperate for sermon “fillers.” “Jokes are risky business,” Calvin Miller cautions. “A
joke (that’s been) previously heard deflects the sermon interest away from the topic. It
leaves the hearer trying to remember when he or she first heard it and how better or
worse it was told on that occasion.” 97 Miller goes on to state that such jokes often seem
corny and tend to trivialize truth. “Better than telling jokes,” Miller suggests,
“is learning to use anecdotes and stories that have a creative lightness about them.” 98
This kind of humor, Miller contends, is truly a tension breaker and an attention grabber.

Humor which is Natural to the Preacher’s Personality
Miller also feels that a preacher’s humor should be natural. According to Miller,
“nothing enhances authenticity (and sparkle) like the art of being ourselves.” 99 This is
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the reason professional comedians are so successful. They have learned to tap into their
natural humorous tendencies and have a style that fits their personalities. 100
This emphasis on the natural humor of a preacher is reiterated by Bruce Mawhinney in
his book on preaching. While Mawhinney is very much in favor of using humor to
improve the body of a sermon, he insists that a preacher’s humor “should be natural, not
canned.” 101 He further suggests that hyperbole is a far more effective and natural kind of
humor for the preacher’s task than canned humor. 102
David Buttrick put the need for a preacher’s humor to be natural in even stronger
terms. “We can state a general rule with ease,” Buttrick boldly asserts. “If you are a
naturally funny person, your problem will be control; if you are not a naturally funny
person, do not try!” 103 According to Buttrick, the temptation for a preacher to use humor
in order to be liked by his church members is exceptionally strong. Giving in to this
temptation will almost always cause the laughter in the church to escalate to the point
where “the profound currents of the gospel are diverted.” 104 Thus, the preacher must use
humor in a very intentional way, bringing laughter only when he wants his hearers to
laugh (and for good reason) and only if the preacher is a naturally humorous person.
Humor must be natural to who the preacher is. That is the view of Dr. David Schmitt,
Homiletics Professor at Concordia Seminary in St. Louis. He advises his students to use
humor that is natural to them –and even then to use it with discernment. “You might
make a joke which seems natural,” suggests Schmitt, “but it may be seen as irreverence
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by those in the congregation.” 105 Humor should flow naturally and easily from the
speaker. “If being funny makes you self-conscious, then don’t force humor into your
speech,” counsels Rudolph Verderber. 106
No educator, professional speaker or homiletician I encountered in my research denies
the place of humor in communication, but almost all of them stress the need to be
comfortable with the style of humor that you use. The style must fit the personality and
character of the speaker. As Erik Thoennes has pointed out, humor can go bad quickly.
“There are few things that become unedifying as quickly as humor.” 107 Humor must be
handled carefully. Thus it is strongly advisable for a preacher of the Gospel to seek out
the types of humor with which he is most comfortable, which fit his personality, and
which he himself likes. He should then work at honing those types of humor for the
glory of God and the edification of fellow believers. Being a preacher who desires to use
all the gifts of communication that God has given us involves developing a godly sense of
humor.

A Word of Warning
Although it seems clear that humor strengthens all three of Aristotle's means and has
been used effectively in the task preaching and teaching for some time, there is a danger
that humor will be used improperly. I am not talking about the danger of Lutheran
pastors foisting holy laughter on their congregations, but the danger of Lutheran pastors
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using humor merely to entertain. Noted homiletician Elizabeth Achtemeier expresses this
concern in her book Creative Preaching, Finding the Words:
The preacher’s style must always be appropriate, however. The context
of preaching is worship, and we do not behave flippantly before the
living God, nor do we tell jokes that have nothing to do with his
reign. Some preachers wish to be funny in the pulpit just to call
attention to their own sense of humor. 108
Most pastors, no matter who they are, want to be liked. And so there is a temptation
for pastors to use humor simply to get a laugh, simply to get people to like them. Now
there is nothing wrong with church members liking their pastor (I hope a few of my
members like me). But if a desire to be liked is one’s motivation for using humor in
sermons, then the focus is wrong –the focus is on the preacher’s need rather than bringing
God’s Word to the people. The danger is jokes and stories overshadowing the Gospel of
Jesus Christ. Many of us have heard speakers who told one joke after another and had
their audiences in stitches. But when the speech was over, people wondered, “What was
his point? What was he trying to communicate?” May that question never be asked in
the church of Jesus Christ! The focus of every sermon must be Jesus Christ crucified,
risen from the dead, and ruling his church in love and power.
We in the church need to be vigilant about the content of our messages and keeping
those messages focused on Jesus. Neil Postman states in his book, Amusing Ourselves to
Death, that although TV evangelists don’t intentionally trivialize religion, their shows
become mere entertainment due to the nature of the medium. Close-ups on the speaker,
talk show format, and physically attractive guests and sidekicks are a must on TV, but
reduce worship to showmanship. 109 Postman contends that these shows are more about
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the speaker than about God. “On these shows, the preacher is tops. God comes out as
second banana.” 110 Our preaching is not so much about us, but about Jesus Christ. In the
church, God is tops and the preacher his servant (or spokesman).
Having said all this, however, remember that humor and laughter are gifts from God.
Like all of God’s gifts, they can be abused, but they can also be used for God’s glory.
They are not substitutes for the Gospel, but tools for the Gospel, aids in proclaiming
Christ to the nations.

Conclusion
As Christians we have the liberty to use humor in a God pleasing way. We know it
helps capture the audience’s good will and attention. It builds rapport and eases the
tension of uncomfortable situations and the difficulty of hard teachings. It helps further
the feeling of unity among people who are one in faith, in hope and in doctrine. It
actually relaxes people and helps them remember the points of a preacher’s message. It
can focus the mind and keep it from drifting. For all these reasons and more, preachers
ought to view humor as their friend and cultivate a sense of humor, albeit a style of
humor that is natural to them. True, developing a sense of humor is hard work. Most
preachers are not known to be overly humorous. We tend to be serious guys. But the
benefits of a good sense of humor are numerous. Even if people fail to laugh at your
jokes, you can find pleasure in them and laugh at them yourself! As we develop a better
sense of humor, I cannot help but feel that we will experience the joy of preaching more
and more.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROJECT

The Design of the Project
This project was designed to investigate how the use of humor in preaching helps
church members listen to and understand sermons and to identify which types of humor
are more effective in communicating a preacher’s message. The findings of this
investigation are to be used to develop guidelines for the intentional and effective use of
humor in sermons.
During the theological and bibliographic research conducted for this project
(presented in chapters two and three), I was able to detect some Biblical uses of humor
and thus establish a precedent for the use of humor in Christian teaching. I also
examined the relationship between the rhetorical device of humor and the efficacy of the
Gospel delivered through the means of grace. This research led me to conclude that,
while humor cannot bring about repentance and faith in Jesus Christ as the Gospel
message itself can, it can be used as a tool of the Gospel, causing hearers to listen to the
life changing news of Jesus’ redeeming love. Faith comes from hearing the Gospel
message (Rom. 10:17), but the rhetorical device of humor can be an aid in helping people
listen to and understand the Gospel.
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The bibliographic research I conducted also provided insights from educators,
professional speakers, and homileticians on the effective and appropriate use of humor in
teaching, public speaking and preaching. These insights were used to develop
questionnaires designed to evaluate the retention and understanding of sermon points
made with humor. These questionnaires were also designed to assess which types of
humor participants liked and which made the greatest impact on them. I later used the
findings of the questionnaires to develop questions for interviews conducted a few weeks
after the questionnaires were completed. The interview questions were designed to
affirm or clarify the data provided by the questionnaires and the bibliographic research.
The field research for the project was conducted in the context of Immanuel Lutheran
Church in Waterloo, IL, where I have served as the administrative or sole pastor for
thirteen years. My familiarity and close relationships with the members of Immanuel
facilitated the recruitment of volunteers, who agreed to fill out questionnaires and be
interviewed. The fact that I often use humor in my sermons also helped volunteers
understand the purpose of my project. Church members willingly and joyfully pledged
their support in putting this Major Applied Project together.
The final stage of this project’s field research involved sending the first draft of the
project to the members of a focus group composed of the pastors in my circuit. They
were asked to read the draft carefully, paying particularly close attention to chapters 1, 2,
3, and 6 (I asked them to read chapters 4 and 5 as well, but these chapters deal with field
research procedure, development and findings and I felt the amount of material might
make an in depth analysis difficult). I then presented the project to the focus group
during our circuit pastors’ meeting on May 19, 2009. Much discussion ensued as I
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explained the project’s purpose, theological foundation, bibliographical research, field
research, and findings. Every pastor present participated in the discussion and the topic
seemed to resonate with all of them. The members of the focus group were then asked to
write a reaction paper affirming what was positive and making suggestions for the
improvement of the project. The deadline for the reaction papers was two weeks after the
presentation.

Informing the Congregation
In March of 2008, I informed Immanuel’s Church Council that I planned to ask for at
least 48 congregational members to participate in the research for my Major Applied
Project by filling out questionnaires. After listening to a sermon incorporating humor,
twelve participants would fill out a questionnaire that asked questions about the sermon
immediately after the worship service. This procedure would be followed four times,
utilizing four different sermons and questionnaires and involving four groups of different
volunteers. These sermons would be delivered during the services on July 12-13, 2008,
August 16-17, 2008, September 13-14, 2008, and October 18-19, 2008. I also informed
the Council that I would need approximately thirty volunteers from among those who
filled out a questionnaire to be interviewed by me at a later date. Those interviewed
would be asked for their opinions regarding humor in sermons and what effect such
humor has on listeners. These interviews were to take place during November 2008,
December 2008, and January 2009. 111
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After the Church Council approved the project and pledged its support in helping me
complete it, I presented information about the project to all of Immanuel’s members via
church bulletins, a monthly newsletter, a weekly email news update, and verbal
announcements made at the beginning of every worship service. Along with the request
for forty-eight volunteers to fill out questionnaires, I provided a volunteer form in all the
church’s publications that listed the dates the sermons were to be delivered. Volunteers
were asked to indicate which date they preferred for filling out questionnaires. The form
also included a request for 30 volunteers from among those filling out questionnaires to
participate in interviews during which they would be asked to share their views and
feelings regarding humor in sermons. After about a month, I received enough volunteer
pledges to complete all the questionnaires and interviews (I did recruit a small number of
volunteers to ensure that a broad spectrum of Immanuel members would be involved in
the process).
After contacting the volunteers about five days before they were to fill out the
questionnaires, twelve participants filled out questionnaires after the worship services on
July 12-13, 2008. I repeated the process of contacting volunteers about five days before
they were to fill out their questionnaires three times. I had thirteen participants fill out
questionnaires after the worship services on August 16-17, 2008. Fifteen participants
filled out questionnaires after the worship services held on September 13-14, 2008, and
twelve filled out questionnaires after the services held on October 18-19, 2008.
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The Questionnaires
The questionnaires were designed to gauge the respondents’ understanding of and
retention of sermon points made with humor and to obtain their general impressions
about the use of certain types of humor in sermons. All the questionnaires and the
sermons upon which they are based can be found in the Appendices of this Major
Applied Project.
Different questionnaires sometimes covered the same type of humor. For example,
questionnaires one and four asked about impressions regarding self-deprecating humor
and questionnaire three asked participants to react to a personal story told by the preacher
that was humorous and slightly self-deprecating. Furthermore, even though “imported”
jokes (jokes that are not related to the sermon topic) were not used, participants were
asked to react to the use of imported jokes in questionnaires one, two, and three. The
types of humor covered in the questionnaires and the rationales for including them are as
follows.

Questionnaire number one, completed on July 12-13, 2008. Because I often use selfdeprecating humor in my sermons and because my theoretical research indicated that this
type of humor is helpful in grabbing the hearer’s attention, establishing rapport with the
hearer, 112 and making the speaker seem more genuine, 113 I included some selfdeprecating humor in my sermon. 114 After explaining what self-deprecating humor is,
questionnaire number one asked the participants if they detected any self-deprecating
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humor in the sermon. They were also asked to describe how it was used in the sermon
and what kind of impressions it made on them.
Since puns, plays on words, and silly names are sometimes recommended as useful
communication tools, 115 I also included some examples of these types of humor in the
sermon that served as the basis of questionnaire number one. Participants were asked to
describe any puns or silly names that they encountered in the preaching that day and
whether they found these puns or silly names engaging or distracting.
My theoretical research also indicated that unexpected contrasts and incongruity are at
the very heart of what people find humorous. “From clowns and stand-up comedians to
the most erudite wits,” insists homiletician Warren Wiersbe, “humorists depend on
unexpected contrasts (his italics).” 116 This idea is affirmed by psychologist Norman
Holland in his book Laughing: A Psychology of Humor. According to Holland, every
theory developed to explain what makes people laugh begins with the idea of
incongruity. 117 “As early as the sixteenth century,” Holland asserts, “people began to
point to suddenness, unexpectedness, and (particularly) surprise as indispensable
prerequisites to laughter.” 118 This would explain why old jokes don’t amuse people. The
“punch” of an old joke is neutralized by the lack of surprise. 119
Based on the recommendation of these and other authors, I attempted to include some
unexpected twists and humorous contrasts in the sermon that served as the basis of
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questionnaire number one. The questionnaire asked respondents if they noticed any
unexpected twists or surprises and to describe them if they did.
Finally, participants were asked what they remembered most about the sermon. My
intention for this question was to see if they understood the theme of the sermon and
whether humor had been an aid in the comprehension of sermon points. The
questionnaire also asked respondents whether humor had enhanced or detracted from the
message of the sermon.

Questionnaire number two, completed on August 16-17, 2008. Since physical humor
is advocated by some educators, 120 I engaged in a bit of physical humor (I went down the
aisle, made my hand look like a gun, pointed it at a member and said, “Stick ‘em up!”) at
the beginning of my sermon 121 . Questionnaire number two asked respondents if they
noticed any physical humor and to describe it if they had. They were also asked what
point was made with this type of humor and how comfortable they were with it.
As was touched upon in Chapter Two of this Major Applied Project, hyperbole
(usually called exaggeration) is quite evident in Scripture. After citing several examples
of Biblical hyperbole in his book, Preaching with Freshness, author Bruce Mawhinney
concludes that hyperbole is a very appropriate type of humor for the task of preaching.
This type of humor, Mawhinney contends, is natural, engaging, and makes a point in
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memorable fashion. 122 In light of this, I decided to include a number of humorous
exaggerations in the sermon that served as the basis of questionnaire number two.
Respondents were asked to describe any humorous exaggerations they noticed and
whether these exaggerations distracted or engaged them.
Because humorous anecdotes are considered by most experts to be a greater
communication tool than “imported” jokes or canned humor, 123 I included a number of
humorous anecdotes in my sermon that related very directly to the sermon topic.
Participants were then asked to describe any anecdotes they remembered and to relate the
point that was made by using them. They were further asked how the anecdotes affected
them.
Questionnaire number two also included questions about imported jokes and what the
respondents remembered most about the sermon.

Questionnaire number three, completed on September 13-14, 2008. The sermon 124
that served as the basis of questionnaire number three dealt with the topic of revenge and
forgiveness. Since I find this a very serious and emotional topic, I believe the humor in
this sermon was a bit more forced than in other sermons. However, I did manage to
introduce one new kind of humor, namely, a serious story with a humorous twist at the
end.
Questionnaire number three began with questions regarding humorous sounding
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websites that can be found on the internet. However, even though the names of these
websites sound humorous, they deal with the dark subject of taking revenge on people
who wrong you.
This sermon also included a very personal, very humorous story about a childhood
experience which I used to make a point about the fear that the brothers of the Old
Testament patriarch Joseph must have felt when they learned that Joseph was alive. You
will recall that they treated him shamefully by selling him into slavery. When they
learned many years later that he was alive and was second in command in Egypt, they
feared that he would take revenge on them. In this sermon, I shared a personal
experience with fear and compared it to that of the brothers.
Participants were again asked to react to the use of imported jokes in sermons and what
they remembered most about the sermon.

Questionnaire number four, completed on October 18-19, 2008. Wishing to evaluate
participants’ reactions to plays on words and puns, I began the sermon 125 upon which
questionnaire four is based by relating a humorous Mountain Dew commercial to my
listeners. The theme for this commercial (indeed, for all of this company’s
advertisements) is “Do the Dew.” Since the theme for the sermon was giving the
government its due and God his due, I created a play on words by changing the soft drink
slogan to “Do the Due,” which also served as a chorus throughout the sermon.
Participants were asked to react to both the commercial and the play on words.
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I also used some self-deprecating humor in the sermon and asked the respondents if it
lowered or raised their opinion of the preacher. Respondents were further asked whether
they felt that there were dangers involved in using self-deprecating humor. 126
Wishing to again evaluate whether humorous stories grab people’s attention and help
them remember sermon points, I used a humorous story that related very directly to my
point in the middle of the sermon. Questionnaire number four asked respondents if they
remembered this story. If so, they were to describe the story and the point that was made
by using it.
Finally, participants were asked whether they remembered anything else that was
humorous in the sermon, what they remembered most about the message, and what in the
message was most meaningful to them.

The Interviews
By the end of October 2008, all the questionnaires had been completed and the data
summarized. The data was then evaluated and used to formulate interview questions.
These questions, which were to be used in the interviews I would conduct with thirty
volunteers during the months of November, December, and January, were designed to
test the findings of the data provided by the questionnaires or to clarify the findings when
the data was nebulous or incomplete. While many responses in the questionnaires clearly
affirmed the data collected from my theoretical research, some of the responses seemed
to contradict the research or circumvent it, making some conclusions risky. Additionally,
some of the responses to certain types of humor surprised me because of my personal
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bias against these types of humor. I therefore determined to take a closer look at these
types of humor and examine how they affected respondents. More specifically, I wanted
to learn more about why the respondents liked the types of humor that I personally
dislike.
The interviews took place in my office or the respondent’s home and lasted anywhere
from twenty-five minutes to forty-five minutes. I conducted thirty interviews. At the
beginning of each interview, I assured the respondent that his/her answers were
confidential and that there were no right or wrong answers. I encouraged them to speak
freely and candidly. I also indicated that the interviews would probably be easier to
complete than the questionnaires because I would be able to explain questions more
thoroughly. Further, they would be able to ask me questions. Most of respondents were
relaxed and almost all of them found the interview to be a pleasant and enlightening
experience.
The first question was quite open-ended, asking respondents how they felt about
preachers using humor in sermons. They were then asked about the frequency of humor
in the sermons at Immanuel –whether they thought there ought to be more, less, or about
the same amount of humor in the sermons delivered at Immanuel. Because my
theoretical research and the responses of the questionnaires indicated that there are some
significant benefits to using self-deprecating humor in sermons, I wanted to affirm this
finding through the interview process. Thus, I asked the respondents if they noticed their
pastors using self-deprecating humor in their sermons. They were then asked how this
type of humor made them feel about their pastors and if they perceived any dangers in
using it.
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When I decided to introduce physical humor in my second sermon and asked
participants to respond to it in the second questionnaire, I did not expect many positive
responses. However, to my surprise, all the respondents remembered the physical humor
and seemed to enjoy it. They were also able to articulate the point I made using the
physical humor quite well. Because I consider physical humor to be a lowbrow kind of
comedy and because I consider it difficult to use in serious settings, I wanted to further
examine attitudes toward this kind of comedy. Since my example of physical humor
occurred early in the sermon and because it is so unusual in serious speeches, I wondered
whether these factors contributed to its positive reception. Needing more information on
the topic, question number three in the interview asked respondents if they felt physical
humor is appropriate in preaching and how comfortable they are with it. They were also
asked to think of some examples of physical humor that might be inappropriate in
preaching.
Question number four in the interview asked respondents whether they believe humor
in sermons helps them remember sermon points. If they answered affirmatively, they
were also asked why they think humor helps them remember sermon points.
Because puns or plays on words in sermons have never impressed me personally, I
anticipated that most people would not care for this kind of humor. I consider most puns
to be corny and uninteresting, and I assumed that most people feel the same way.
However, the responses from the questionnaires indicated that puns, plays on words, and
silly names were viewed more favorably than I realized. There was also evidence that
suggested that this type of humor engages listeners. Therefore, question number five in
the interview asked how puns, plays on words and silly names affect the interviewee.
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Suggested responses included “they cause me to listen more carefully,” “they cause me to
groan inwardly,” and “they cause me to scratch my head in confusion.”
Question number six in the interview asked respondents if they remembered humorous
exaggerations in sermons and whether they believed most people noticed exaggerations
in preaching. They were also asked about the benefits and drawbacks of using
exaggerations in preaching. This was done because a number of the respondents to the
questionnaires did not pick up on the exaggerations in my sermons that I found most
humorous. While these respondents noticed exaggerations, they did not mention the ones
that I thought were most obvious. Thus, I felt that more data and clarification were
needed on the effects of exaggerations on the hearer.
Question number seven in the interview asked respondents how helpful they thought
“imported” jokes are in a sermon. They were also asked how they feel in general about
imported jokes. These questions were designed to affirm what some of the
questionnaires and my theoretical research indicated about imported jokes, namely, that
they are not very engaging and may actually distract listeners from the real point of the
sermon or speech.
Before I asked the last question in the interview, I shared information about the power
of stories with the interviewees. Part of this involved explaining to them that people
generally relate well to stories, especially when the stories evoke strong emotions. I then
asked the interviewees to offer an opinion about serious and humorous stories,
specifically, whether sermon points are communicated more effectively by using serious
stories or by using humorous stories.

This question was designed to discover whether

the power of stories depends on the stories’ serious content and tone. Since effective
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stories in sermons tend to be quite serious, I wanted to see if humorous stories have the
same impact.

The Focus Group
After writing the first draft of this project, I sent copies of it to the pastors of my focus
group (the pastors of my circuit). After delivering a presentation of this MAP to the
focus group on May 19, 2009, during which I explained the findings of my research and
the guidelines developed from the findings, I asked the pastors to reflect on the material
presented. They were then asked to write a reaction paper on the project, either affirming
the findings or calling them into question based on their own experiences and study.
These papers were to be sent to me no later than two weeks after the initial presentation.
The pastors who sent reactions papers to me were Rev. Matthew Clark, Immanuel
Lutheran Church, Waterloo, IL; Rev. Michael Kumm, Trinity Lutheran Church,
Millstadt, IL; Rev. Bruce Keseman, Our Savior Lutheran Church, Freeburg, IL; Rev.
Stuart Rethwisch, Holy Cross Lutheran Church, Wartburg, IL, and Rev. Steven Theiss,
St. Paul Luthreran Church, Columbia, IL. 127
Special attention was given to the group’s reactions, particularly their assessments of
the guidelines regarding the appropriate and inappropriate uses of humor in preaching.
Their feedback was then included in the final draft of this Major Applied Project.

127

These reaction papers are found in Appendix F, 87-102.
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE PROJECT EVALUATED

Field Research Data
The field research for this project involved three distinct phases: the sermon
questionnaires, the interviews, and the reaction papers of the focus group. The data from
each phase will therefore be presented in a descriptive format and then analyzed in the
light of the purpose of this project and the information obtained from the theoretical
research already presented.

Sermon Questionnaire Results
Four different questionnaires testing four different sermons were administered over a
period of four months, the administration of each questionnaire being separated by
approximately four weeks time. Twelve respondents completed the questionnaire
presented on July 12-13, 2009; thirteen respondents completed the questionnaires present
on August 16-17, 2008; fifteen respondents completed the questionnaire presented on
September 13-14, 2008; and twelve respondents completed the questionnaire presented
on October 18-19, 2008. A total of fifty-two questionnaires were completed.
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Questionnaire Number One, 128 July 12-13, 2008, Twelve Respondents

The First Set of Questions
When asked whether the respondents noticed any self-deprecating humor in the
sermon, eleven (92 %) answered “yes” and one (8 %) answered “no.”
When asked how the self-deprecating humor was used and how it related to the topic,
eleven respondents (100 % of those who responded –one participant did not answer the
question) cited an appropriate example of self-deprecating humor and eleven (100 % of
those who responded –one participant did not answer the question) were able to articulate
the point that was made using this kind of humor. Some of the comments which describe
the self-deprecating humor used in the sermon include:
•

Your example of Tony Bologna or Tony Macaroni was funny. It brought to mind
just how offensive it is to God to have His name used so irrationally.

•

Pastor described being called Tony Bologna and Tony Macaroni. God’s name is
precious and shouldn’t be used in vain.

•

In using his name in funny and annoying ways showing us how God doesn’t like
it when we use His name other than calling upon Him in prayer.

When asked how comfortable they were with self-deprecating humor in sermons,
eight participants (73 %) responded very positively, two responses (18 %) were neutral,
and one (9 %) was negative. Some of the positive responses included:

128

Appendix B, 28-31. The responses are found in Appedix C, 44-49.
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•

Yes, it relaxes us and puts us in a more receptive mood.

•

Yes, it shows a personal side of the pastor and helps the congregation relate to his
experience.

•

Yes, it is useful in holding the attention of the younger as well as the older people
in the congregation.

More negative comments included:
•

Usually, if it is kept light-hearted.

•

People are not always sure how to take a person or how to respond when people
use self-deprecating humor.

When asked whether they felt self-deprecating humor in sermons is engaging, nine
participants (75 %) responded positively, two responses (17 %) were neutral, and one
response (8 %) was slightly negative.
When asked whether they felt self-deprecating humor is useful in making sermon
points and how it affects their impression of the speaker, eleven participants (92 %)
indicated that this kind of humor is engaging and one (8%) indicated that it is engaging if
it isn’t used too often. 129 Eight participants (89 %) indicated that self-deprecating humor
improves their impression of the speaker and one (11 %) indicated that it would lower
his/her opinion of the speaker if the speaker used this kind of humor too often. 130
Analysis of the First Set of Questions in Questionnaire Number One
The results from this set of questions strongly indicate that the participants in this
survey find self-deprecating humor engaging and that it is useful in making sermon
points. A few respondents find this kind of humor hard to understand and one indicated a
129
130

I consider this a neutral to positive response. Overuse of any kind of humor should be avoided.
This response is somewhat neutral.
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preference for a light-hearted approach to it. The results further indicate that, used in
moderation, the preacher’s use of self-deprecating humor would not lower congregational
members’ opinion of him and may actually create a helpful rapport with him. This
coincides with many of the findings uncovered by the theoretical research undertaken for
this project.
The results also suggest that care should be taken not to overuse self-deprecating
humor since its overuse may be interpreted as a lack of confidence. I suspect that some
of the respondents were concerned that the preacher might become too insulting in his
comments and would thus degrade the Office of the Pastoral Ministry. All this
corresponds with the project’s theoretical research.

The Second Set of Questions
When asked whether the respondents detected any examples of puns or silly names in
the sermon, eleven (92 %) indicated that they had and one respondent (8 %) did not
notice any puns or silly names. When asked how the puns and silly names related to the
sermon topic, eleven respondents (100 % of those who noticed puns or silly names) were
able to articulate how they were used to make a point. Some of their comments include:
•

Yes, when you related that they called you Tony Bologna and using names about
God in vain, such as cursing and swearing.

•

Yes. Dan Druff, etc. It shows how a name can affect people’s reaction to the
person.

•

Yes. Call us by our right name, it is important.
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When asked whether the participants found puns or silly names engaging or
distracting in sermons, nine (82 %) found them engaging, one (9 %) had no opinion, and
one (9 %) simply said “no.” Some of the remarks of those who found them engaging
include:
•

I find it engaging. It helps bring reality to the sermon. It makes it more personal.

•

They are usually funny. I like puns (as long as I understand them and it relates to
the point).

Analysis of the Second Set of Questions for Questionnaire Number One
To my surprise, 131 the results of the second set of questions indicate that puns and silly
names are generally engaging to and liked by the participants in this survey.
Furthermore, the participants do remember the points made with them. Some of the
responses suggest that the overuse of puns and puns unrelated to the sermon would
become a distraction. 132

Unexpected Twists and Contrasts Question
When asked whether they noticed any unexpected twists or contrasts in a humorous
story told in the sermon, only two respondents (18 %) mentioned the twist that I intended
as an example of an unexpected twist. Five respondents (46 %) did not notice any
unexpected twists and four respondents (36 %) mentioned humorous elements in the
sermon that were not unexpected twists.

131
132

Puns are not my favorite form of humor and I did not find much information about them in my research.
As one respondent put it, puns should be understandable and relate to the sermon topic.
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Analysis of the Unexpected Twists and Contrasts Question in Questionnaire
Number One
The results of this question indicate that my humorous story was not as humorous as I
thought, 133 or the twist was too subtle, or too much time had elapsed between the hearing
of the sermon and filling out the questionnaires.

The Third Set of Questions
When asked what they remembered most about the sermon, ten respondents (91 %)
articulated the sermon theme (or themes) very clearly. Some of the responses include:
•

Always be vigilant of how we use God’s name. Always to His glory.

•

The importance of using the Lord’s name as intended, not in cursing or
nonsensical ways.

•

I thought the sermon made a very good point of helping us understand how we
might feel if our names were used abusively. Then transferring that to how God
feels when we use his name.

One respondent’s (9 %) answer was so vague that I could not determine whether it
related to the sermon topic or not.
When asked whether they felt that the use of humor in the sermon helped them
remember the points the pastor was making, eleven participants (92 %) responded
positively and one (8 %) indicated that he remembered the sermon points because the
sermon was about the Second Commandment.

133

I told the story of an older couple who went to their pastor for marital counseling. After talking about
their marriage for a while, the pastor suggested that they pray. The husband looked very concerned and
said, “Pastor, do you think it’s come to that?”
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When asked whether the humor in the sermon enhanced or distracted them from the
message of the sermon, twelve respondents (100 %) indicated that the humor enhanced
the message. Some of the responses include:
•

I think it enhanced it because it made people more relaxed and open to the Word.

•

Enhanced by drawing attention to the topic in a clear fashion.

•

I think it made the point that we should be mindful of names and how they make
someone feel good or bad. This illustrates how we should regard God and the
care with which we should address Him.

Analysis of the Third Set of Questions in Questionnaire Number One
The results of the third set of questions indicate that humor helps the participants in
this survey remember sermon points. The results also indicate that the participants accept
and desire a certain amount of humor in the sermons delivered by their pastors. In fact,
they seem enthusiastic about their pastors’ use of humor in sermons and view this humor
as an aid to understanding sermons.

Questionnaire Number Two, 134 August 16-17, 2008, Thirteen
Respondents
The First Set of Questions
When asked whether they detected any physical humor in the sermon, thirteen
respondents (100 %) indicated that they had. When asked to describe the example of
physical humor, thirteen respondents (100 %) were able to describe it accurately. Most

134
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respondents repeated the exact phrase used in the demonstration of physical humor:
“Stick ‘em up!”
When asked to describe the point the preacher was making by using physical humor,
six respondents (46 %) described it in a general way and seven respondents (54 %)
described it quite accurately. Some of the comments of those who described the point
accurately include:
•

This type of stealing is not the only way we steal.

•

Examples of things just as damaging as physical burglary with a gun…We steal
when we cheat people.

•

To describe possibly the most overt concept of stealing.

When asked whether they were comfortable with physical humor in sermons, twelve
participants (92 %) responded positively and one (8 %) indicated that it was acceptable if
it was not “too outrageous.” Some of the comments include:
•

Yes. It adds another dimension to the sermon.

•

Yes. Any movement keeps people alert.

•

Yes. I find it engaging and down to earth.

Analysis of the First Set of Questions in Questionnaire Number Two
The results of this first set of questions strongly indicate that, while physical humor is
unusual in sermons, it is generally accepted by the participants in this survey and can be
used to make sermon points. It also seems to generate a high degree of excitement
among the participants. The results indicate that people are far more comfortable with
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physical humor in sermons than I imagined. 135 There seems to be a significant amount of
receptivity to yoking “flesh and blood” images with the spoken Word.

The Second Set of Questions
When asked whether the participants noticed any humorous exaggerations in the
sermon and to describe them if they had, two respondents (16 %) indicated that they did
not notice any exaggerations, seven (59 %) described humorous exaggerations, and three
(25 %) described humorous elements that were not exaggerations.
When asked to describe how the exaggerations related to the sermon topic, one
respondent (9 %) stated that he could not remember how they related, eight (73 %) were
able to explain how the exaggerations related to the sermon topic, and two (18 %)
described points that were made with other types of humor.
When asked whether humorous exaggerations distract or engage people as they listen
to a sermon, eleven (85 %) respondents indicated that they engage, one (7.5 %) said that
they distract, and one (7.5 %) simply said “no.” The respondent who finds exaggerations
distracting wrote: “It makes me wonder what would need to happen to make the
exaggeration truthful.”
Analysis of the Second Set of Questions for Questionnaire Number Two
The results from this set of questions indicate that the participants in this survey like
humorous exaggerations and find them engaging. Generally, they remember and
understand the points made by using exaggerations. However, some results seem to

135

I suspect that this acceptance is partly due to the fact that my example of physical humor was not too
outrageous. I also suspect that this example of humor was remembered because it occurred at the
beginning of the sermon and I walked down the aisle (not my usual custom) to engage in it.
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indicate that members do not always perceive exaggerations as exaggerations and
sometimes misunderstand them. Furthermore, I suspect that because exaggerations are
often used in everyday language, many exaggerations go unnoticed. An exaggeration
that is used too often lacks the element of surprise –and so fails to be humorous. 136

Third Set of Questions
When asked if they noticed any humorous anecdotes in the sermon and to describe
them if they did, eight respondents (89 %) described appropriate anecdotes and one
(11 %) listed four humorous elements in the sermon only one of which was an anecdote.
The majority of respondents remembered an anecdote about a tax cheat who, feeling
remorse for his crime, sent the IRS a $500 check. His letter to the IRS read, “I wasn’t
real honest about my tax return, so here’s $500.” Then he wrote at the bottom, “P. S. If I
still feel guilty, I’ll send the rest later.”
When asked to describe the points the preacher was making by telling the anecdotes,
five (56 %) described the points in a general way, three (33 %) described the points with
significant accuracy, and one response (11 %) was too vague to connect it to any of the
points made with the anecdotes.
When asked how the preacher’s use of anecdotes affected them, ten (100 % of those
responding) participants responded positively. Most indicated that the anecdotes helped
them remember and understand the sermon. Some of the responses include:
•

The anecdotes help me relate the message to my life. They keep my attention
focused on the sermon. They relax and encourage listening.

136

Norman Holland suggests that old jokes fail to make people laugh because they lack surprise. See 67 of
this MAP.
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•

I really enjoyed them. It helped me understand things better.

•

Always be honest!

•

Things to consider about what stealing really means, obvious and subtle.

Analysis of the Third Set of Questions in Questionnaire Number Two
The results of the third set of questions indicate that the participants in this survey find
humorous anecdotes engaging and helpful in understanding sermon points. It also
appears that some of the participants had difficulty distinguishing between humorous
anecdotes and other types of humor. This is understandable, however, given the
complexity of distinguishing between different kinds of humor and the difficulty of
filling out a questionnaire regarding a sermon heard twenty to thirty minutes prior. Most
responses indicate that people just like a good story and can relate to them easily.

The Fourth Set of Questions
When asked how helpful they thought “imported” jokes ( jokes that do not relate to
the sermon topic) might be in a sermon, two participants (17 %) responded that they were
clearly helpful, seven responses (58 %) were neutral, and three responses

(25 %)

indicated that they were not helpful. Some of the comments of those who find imported
jokes helpful include:
•

They get people “warmed up.”

•

A way to get attention and bring the sermon more “down to earth.”

•

Tough question. A joke would likely liven the crowd, but that’s the only way it
might be helpful.
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When asked how they felt about imported jokes in general, two responses (15 %) were
very positive, six (46 %) were neutral, and five (39 %) were negative. Some of the
comments include:
•

Good ice breakers with some audiences/meetings.

•

That they are distracting. If they relate to the sermon, they put us on the right
track. If not, it gets us unfocused.

•

An imported joke may be appropriate to begin a sermon, but if doesn’t help to
convey the message, then it is distracting and unhelpful.

•

Only needed when the conversation is slowing.

•

Be careful. Occasional imported jokes can relax and prepare people for the start
of a meeting or sermon, but in general I feel they are “cheap” and lend no
sustenance to the material.

Analysis of the Fourth Set of Questions in Questionnaire Number Two
The results of the fourth set of questions seems to indicate that the participants in this
survey would be comfortable with an imported joke as an “opener,” but that these kind of
jokes should be used in moderation. Some respondents view imported jokes as cheap and
distracting. The results of this set of questions do not correspond completely with the
findings of the theoretical research done for this project (experts suggest that imported
jokes are overdone, distracting to the topic point, and may backfire if the joke is too old),
so this topic will be revisited in other questionnaires.
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The Final Question
When asked what the respondents remembered most about the sermon, nine (75 %)
articulated sermon themes and indicated that humor had made the themes more
meaningful and understandable. Two participants (17 %) wrote about examples of
humor that they had encountered, and one response (8 %) was too vague to connect it to
any sermon point.
Analysis of the Final Question in Questionnaire Number Two
The results of this question indicate that humor grabs the attention of the participants
in this survey and helps them comprehend sermon points. It also seems that humor in
sermons serves as an aid to memory and is accepted and desired by many of the
respondents.

Questionnaire Number Three, 137 September 13-14, 2008, Fifteen
Respondents
The First Set of Questions
When asked whether they noticed several funny sounding websites mentioned in the
sermon, fifteen (100 %) answered affirmatively. When asked how these websites related
to the sermon, fifteen respondents (100 %) were able to accurately articulate how the
websites related to the topic of revenge.
When asked how they felt about the mention of these websites (they were websites
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that teach people how to take revenge on others), thirteen (87 %) found it engaging, one
response (6.5 %) was neutral (“So-so,” wrote the respondent), and one (6.5 %) found
their mention or their existence disgusting. Some of the comments included:
•

It shows me that we are sinful and it is human not to forgive. We need to learn to
forgive.

•

They were good examples of how we treat our neighbor who does evil to us. It
engaged me.

•

It was interesting to hear about the websites, yet scary.

Analysis of the First Set of Questions in Questionnaire Number Three
The results of this set of questions indicate that participants in this survey were
amused at the funny sounding names of the websites, but were shocked over their
content. This mixture of humor and shock was engaging, but also a little disturbing.
Most saw the point of the website clearly –“we are sinful and it is human not to forgive.”
Empowered by Christ’s forgiveness, God’s people “need to learn to forgive.”

Second Set of Questions
When asked whether they noticed a humorous twist at the end of a serious anecdote,
only two respondents (14 %) were able to identify the twist that was intended. 138 Twelve
(86 %) respondents identified other anecdotes in the sermon that had less pronounced
twists.
When asked whether they felt the humorous twist in the anecdote added to or

138

I told an anecdote about a woman who got into a fight with her friend at a barbecue. The woman left the
barbecue and vandalized her friend’s car. The humorous twist involved my remarks at the end of the story:
“I’m thinking, ‘Lady, if you don’t want pickles on your hamburger, just say so. Don’t wreck your friend’s
car!’”
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detracted from the sermon, thirteen respondents (93%) indicated that it added to the
sermon and one (7 %) did not care for the twist.
Analysis of the Second Set of Questions in Questionnaire Number Three
The results of this set of questions seem to indicate that the participants in this survey
enjoy humorous anecdotes and feel they enhance the sermon. They also indicate that the
humorous twist I intended was probably too subtle (although I found it hilarious).

The Third Set of Questions
When asked if they remembered a humorous story told about my childhood, fifteen
respondents (100 %) indicated that they did. When asked to describe the story, fifteen
respondents (100 %) described it accurately. The story had to do with being frightened
by the scary scenes in The Wizard of Oz when watching the movie as a child. I was
especially frightened by the scene of the flying monkeys. Many respondents remembered
my personal story in great detail and shared some of their own feelings about the
experience of watching The Wizard of Oz. Some of these comments include:
•

He, like me, was afraid of The Wizard of Oz. I also hated seeing the flying
monkeys, used to hide my face in (the) pillow until the scene was over.

•

Watching The Wizard of Oz every year on TV. Some scenes were scary for a
seven-year-old –the poison poppies, the woods, the flying monkeys (almost
swallowed his gum). Mine was King Kong!

•

The Wizard of Oz and the scary scenes –the poppies, the haunted woods, and the
monkeys! (The monkeys scare everyone –even me at 33!)
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When asked to describe the point the speaker was trying to make with the personal
story, eight respondents (62 %) described the subject of the story in a very general way,
four (30.5 %) were able to articulate the point very accurately, and one (7.5 %) indicated
that he/she did not remember the point. Generally, the respondents were not able to catch
the specific point of the story.
When asked whether the participants could relate to the speaker’s personal, humorous
story, twelve (92 %) responded positively and described how they related to it. One
respondent (8 %) indicated that he/she could not relate to the story.
Analysis of the Third Set of Questions in Questionnaire Number Three
The results of this set of questions indicate that the participants in this survey listen
attentively to personal, humorous stories and identify with them very readily. Some of
the results seem to suggest that the point of my story may have been lost because the
story was too vivid or comical. I suspect that this story built rapport with the hearers, but
may not been helpful in building their understanding of the sermon theme.

Question Four
When asked whether the participants remembered anything else humorous in the
sermon, four indicated that they did not remember anything else, seven mentioned several
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humorous anecdotes, and two mentioned that they enjoyed it when the lights went out. 139
The Analysis of Question Four in Questionnaire Number Three
The results of this question indicate that humor makes an impression on the
participants in this survey and that they are open about discussing the humorous elements
in sermons. Humorous elements in sermons seem to generate interest and enthusiasm.

Question Five
After defining “imported” jokes for the respondents, they were asked how helpful they
thought imported jokes might be in a sermon. Six participants (43 %) responded
positively to imported jokes, two (14 %) responded negatively, four responses (29 %)
were neutral, two (14 %) indicated that they might be helpful as openers, and one
response was invalid. Some of the remarks included:
•

I think it is good to have humor. It “wakes up” the sermon and makes me listen
harder for the next possible line.

•

I don’t think we need them (imported jokes).

139

The church lost electricity during the early service on September 14, 2008, and I had to preach in the
dark. Most of the members thoroughly enjoyed this since I simply paused, waited, and resumed preaching.
They were impressed that I wasn’t rattled by the loss of light.
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•

Starting a sermon with an imported joke can engage the congregation, and they
may pay closer attention.

•

Laughter is good any time.

Analysis of Question Five in Questionnaire Number Three
The results of this question indicate that people like humor in sermons even if it does
not relate to the sermon topic. However, there are some indications that suggest that
some of the respondents may not have understood that this kind of humor
does not relate to the subject (for example, one respondent wrote, “It’s very helpful.
With humor people listen better and get engaged in the subject”).

Question Six
When asked what they remembered most about the sermon, fifteen (100 %)
respondents repeated the theme of the sermon (forgiveness) –although one of the fifteen
also indicated that he/she liked it when the lights went out and I kept preaching.
Analysis of Question Six of Questionnaire Number Three
The results of this question indicate that humor can be used to drive home the theme
of a sermon even when the theme is something as serious as forgiving others through the
power of Christ’s love and forgiveness.
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Questionnaire Number Four, 140 October 18-19, 2008, Twelve
Respondents
The First Set of Questions
The participants were asked to describe the play on words on the Mountain Dew slogan
(“Do the Dew” was changed to “Do the Due.”) in the sermon. Twelve respondents (100
%) were able to describe the play on words accurately.
When asked how the play on words made them feel, eleven respondents (92 %) found
it engaging and thought provoking and one respondent (8 %) found it difficult to
understand the connection between the play on words and the theme of the sermon.
Some comments included:
•

Pulls you in and sets up the sermon.

•

It made me think. It was funny, and I found it engaging not distracting.

•

I enjoyed the fitting together of a popular phrase into how we should be toward
God. It was definitely engaging.

When asked how the respondents felt about puns and plays on words in sermons,
eleven responses (92 %) were positive and one response (8 %) was neutral. Some of the
remarks included:
•

I believe that puns and plays on words help people relate to the lesson in play to
their lives more readily.

•

140

I like it. Helps me recall important pieces of the sermon through the work week.

Appendix B, 40-43. The responses are found in Appendix C, 61-66.
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•

I think it helps to grab wandering minds back on track and listening intently
increases.

Analysis of the First Set of Questions in Questionnaire Number Four
The results of this set of questions indicate that the participants in this survey enjoy
puns and plays on words and find them engaging. Further, many of them feel that this
kind of humor is creative and thought provoking. One respondent indicated that this type
of humor helps him/her remember sermon points throughout the week. Respondents
seem to want something that will help them pay attention to and remember God’s Word,
and most believe that puns and plays on words do just that.

The Second Set of Questions
When asked to describe an example of self-deprecating humor used by the preacher,
nine respondents (75 %) identified it correctly, two (17 %) stated that they did not
remember the example, and one (8 %) did not identify it correctly.
When asked whether the preacher’s use of self-deprecating humor lowered their
opinion of him, raised their opinion of him, or kept their opinion of him the same, two
respondents (20 %) indicated that it raised their opinion of him, eight (80 %) indicated
that it kept their opinion of him the same, and one response was invalid. When asked to
explain the effect this kind of humor has on them, most suggested that this kind of humor
makes the pastor seem more human and approachable. Some of the comments included:
•

Better to be humble than proud. O. K. to use.

•

I believe we can all appreciate ourselves more when we can make fun of
ourselves.
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•

I believe the humor just reminds us that he is human just like us.

When asked whether they thought self-deprecating humor is helpful in sermons and
whether it can be overdone, ten respondents (83 %) indicated that it was helpful, but can
be overdone and two (17 %) indicated that it was helpful, but unlikely to be overdone.
Some remarks included:
•

It makes the pastor more human… However, it can be overdone and you start to
lose respect.

•

It is helpful. It possibly could be overdone if you lose sight of the purpose of it as
it pertains to the sermon.

•

It makes the pastor be believable as a “regular” person.

Analysis of the Second Set of Questions in Questionnaire Number Four
The results of this set of questions indicate that the participants in this survey are open
to their preachers’ use of self-deprecating humor and that it does not change their opinion
of them. For most, this kind of humor makes the pastor seem more genuine and
approachable. Although the respondents understand the danger of overusing selfdeprecating humor, most feel it is unlikely to be overused by Immanuel’s pastors.

The Third Set of Questions
When asked to describe a humorous story about a scientist and a Lutheran pastor, ten
respondents (83 %) described the story accurately, one (8.5 %) described a different
story, and one (8.5 %) did not remember the story. The story told of a scientist who
approached a Lutheran pastor and said, “I don’t want you to talk about God anymore. I
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don’t want you to mention him at all because science has progressed to the point where
we can do anything God ever did. We can clone a man!”
“Alright,” the pastor said, “let’s see you make a man.”
The scientist bent down to pick up a handful of dirt, but the pastor touched his arm to
restrain him.
“Not so fast,” the pastor said. “Use your own dirt.”
When asked to explain the point of the story and whether the story reinforced the
preacher’s point, ten respondents (83 %) were able to explain the point, one (8.5 %)
explained the point of a different story, and one (8.5%) reiterated the theme of the day.
Six respondents indicated that the story reinforced the preacher’s point. Some comments
included:
•

God created everything, and you don’t have that power.

•

Everything is made by God. Yes, it helped reinforce the point.

•

God made everything and everything is God’s.

•

If we think we can go off on our own, we are going to fail.

Analysis of the Third Set of Questions in Questionnaire Number Four
The results of this set of questions indicate that sermon points made with humorous
stories are remembered and reinforce the points. A noticeable amount of pleasure was
generated by this story perhaps because it reinforced the teaching that God is the creator
of everything in a surprising way and demonstrated that those who believe in a Creator
God are not intellectually inferior.
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Question Four
When asked whether they remembered any other humorous elements in the sermon
and to describe them if they did, six respondents (60 %) described humorous elements
already covered in the questionnaire, three (30 %) described a story that had a lighthearted quality about it (not exactly a humorous one, though), and one (10 %) indicated
that the explanation of the text was excellent.
Analysis of Question Four in Questionnaire Number Four
The results of this question suggest that perhaps light-hearted stories may be as
engaging as humorous ones and that they help in the retention and understanding of
sermon points. The results also confirm that humor is a very personal thing –one
individual may view a cute story as humorous and another individual may view the same
story as a serious one.

Question Five
When asked what the participants remembered most about the sermon and what was
most meaningful to them, seven (59 %) discussed the theme of the day in some detail,
one (8 %) mentioned the “Gospel message,” one (8 %) mentioned honesty, two (17 %)
talked about the play on words made at the beginning of the sermon, and one (8 %)
indicated that the entire sermon was good.
Analysis of Question Five in Questionnaire Number Four
The results of this question indicate that the play on words made at the beginning of
the sermon reinforced the theme of the sermon. Connecting “Do the Dew” with “Do the
Due” (give God his due) caused the sermon to be more memorable.
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Interview Results (30 Interviewees)
Question One 141
When asked how they felt about a preacher using humor in sermons, 29 interviewees
(97 %) responded positively and one response (3 %) was neutral. Interviewees indicated
that they liked humor in sermons and viewed it as useful because it gets people’s
attention, personalizes the message, relaxes the hearers, engages the hearers, and enables
people to relate to the pastor. Three interviewees cautioned that humor should not be
overused so that the sermon does not degenerate into mere entertainment.
When asked about the frequency of humor in the sermons at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, nineteen interviewees (63 %) indicated that there should be about the same of
amount of humor in the preaching at Immanuel, seven (24 %) indicated that they would
like about the same amount to more humor in sermons, and four (13 %) indicated that
they would like more humor in sermons. Interestingly, one of those who desired more
humor cautioned that the preacher should not become a comedian and another stressed
that there should not be “a whole lot more” humor in the sermons.
Analysis of Question One in the Interview
The results of this question correspond to the findings of the questionnaires. They
affirm that the participants in the interviews like humor in sermons and believe it
enhances the message of the sermon. They clearly accept and desire humor in sermons
and are probably open to having a little more humor in the sermons at Immanuel. They
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want to be receptive to God’s Word and they want others to be receptive to God’s Word,
and they believe that humor will help achieve this aim.

Question Two 142
When asked if the preachers at Immanuel use self-deprecating humor in sermons
often, occasionally, or not at all, twenty-seven interviewees (90 %) said “occasionally”
and three (10 %) said “often.”
When asked how self-deprecating humor made them feel about the preacher, twentyeight (93 %) responded positively and two responses (7 %) were neutral. Many
interviewees expressed appreciation for this kind of humor because it made the pastor
seem “more human” and “genuine.” One mentioned that it gave him/her a good feeling
when the pastor shared something personal. Another suggested that it is “a safe kind of
humor.”
When asked if they saw any dangers in using self-deprecating humor in preaching, ten
(33 %) interviewees saw no danger in it and twenty (67 %) expressed the opinion that
overusing it or going overboard with it could be detrimental to the preacher’s relationship
with congregational members. Those who saw dangers in overusing it cited the loss of
the congregation’s respect as the main danger. Another cautioned that the pastor should
not become a comedian and that overdoing self-deprecating humor may distract the
hearers. Still another concern was that overdoing it might trivialize people’s concerns.
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Another interviewee counseled that the preacher must convey that “he is in control” and
should not appear to be a fool.
Analysis of Question Two in the Interview
The results of this question correspond with the findings of the questionnaires and the
theoretical research. They affirm that participants in the interviews are comfortable with
the preacher using self-deprecating humor and even appreciate it. They believe it makes
the preacher seem more human and genuine and feel it improves their rapport with him.
They are aware of the dangers of this kind of humor, but believe their preachers are in
control and will not overuse it. 143 The participants trust their preachers to bring them the
true content of God’s Word in their sermons and to faithfully proclaim the Gospel of
Jesus Christ.

Question Three 144
When asked whether physical humor is appropriate in preaching, twenty-nine (97 %)
interviewees indicated that it was and one (3 %) said it was, but that he/she could not see
physical humor lending itself to sermons.
When asked to indicate how comfortable they were with physical humor in sermons
on a scale of one to ten (ten being the highest), eleven (37 %) said ten, one (3 %) said
nine to ten, one (3 %) said nine, one (3 %) said eight to nine, seven (24 %) said eight, two
(7 %) said six, three (10 %) said five, one (3 %) said four, two (7 %) said three, and one
(3 %) said two. Many interviewees expressed the opinion that physical humor in
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sermons is rare, but that it can be used effectively. They also cautioned against hysterics
and said that physical humor should relate to the sermon topic. Some responses included:
•

Should be careful in using physical humor because it’s so unusual in sermons.
Can be intimidating.

•

Very appropriate if you get your point across. If in hysterics, you overdid it.

•

I don’t see a problem as long as it relates to the sermon. More visual –which is
good. Holds attention.

When asked if they could give any examples of inappropriate physical humor in
sermons, eight interviewees (27 %) could not give an example and twenty-two (73 %)
could. Those who provided examples suggested things like: slapstick comedy, falling
down, obscene hand gestures, violent movements, imitating people, mimicking
handicaps, hitting one’s self, mimicking vomiting, and making light of devotional
gestures (like crossing one’s self).
Analysis of Question Three in the Interview
The results of question three correspond with the findings of the questionnaires. They
affirm that the participants in the interviews accept physical humor in sermons as long as
it is appropriate, tasteful, and relates to the sermon topic. They understand that this type
of humor is unusual in sermons and do not expect a great deal of it. The interviews seem
to indicate that Immanuel members trust their pastors to use physical humor
appropriately. They also seem to appreciate physical humor because it adds a visual
element to the spoken Word.
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Question Four 145
When asked if they believed humor in sermons helps them remember sermon points,
twenty-nine (97 %) interviewees answered affirmatively and one response (3 %) was
neutral. The interviewees were then asked why they thought humor in sermons helps
them remember sermon points. Answers included:
•

It makes the sermon real.

•

It is different from the rest of the sermon. Makes you wonder, “How will it relate
to the topic?”

•

It involves stories and details, which are easy to remember.

•

Makes a personal connection.

•

It stands out and grabs your attention.

•

It is out of the ordinary. A point of reference.

•

We can relate to funny stories because we’ve experienced similar things.

•

It is a reference point when we discuss the sermon at home.

•

Humor is easy to remember because stories are easy to remember.

•

It is a hook. Taps into your primary memory.

•

It draws my attention to what comes afterward.

•

It breaks the sermon into smaller pieces.

Analysis of Question Four in the Interview
The results of question four correspond to the findings of the questionnaires and
theoretical research. They affirm that humor aids in the retention of sermon points and
engages the participants in the interviews as they listen to a sermon. They are cognizant
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of the fact that humor does help them remember sermon points and have some
understanding of why it helps them remember. Although they weren’t asked specifically
in this question whether humor in sermons helps them understand sermon points, I
suspect that most would say that it does. Clearly, participants view humor as a tool of the
Gospel –something that makes a sermon easier to remember.

Question Five 146
When asked how puns and silly names affected them, twenty-five interviewees (83 %)
indicated that they cause them to listen more carefully, two (7 %) said that they cause
them to listen more carefully and groan inwardly, one (3.3 %) said they cause him/her to
listen more carefully, groan inwardly, and scratch his/her head in confusion, one response
(3.3 %) was neutral, and one (3.3 %) said that puns and silly names do not engage him at
all. Those who liked puns indicated that they helped them understand points, caused
them to look forward to the next point and brought intelligence to the sermon. One of
those who liked puns mentioned that they are thought provoking because they are like a
puzzle. The interviewee who indicated that he/she does not find puns engaging
mentioned that puns become distracting when the listener does not get them right away.
Analysis of Question Five in the Interview
The results of question five in the interview correspond to the findings of the
questionnaires. They indicate that the participants in the interviews generally like puns,
silly names and plays on words. 147 Some participants find this type of humor thought
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provoking and clever. Most participants wish them to be done well, but will tolerate a
few corny puns. Overall, they seem to view puns and plays on words as mnemonic
devices which enable them to remember the content of sermons for longer periods of
time. This allows them to apply God’s Word to their lives more readily.

Question Six 148
After explaining what exaggerations are, interviewees were asked if they noticed
humorous exaggerations in the sermons delivered at Immanuel. Twenty (67 %) noticed
humorous exaggerations, nine (30 %) did not remember or notice any, and one (3 %) was
not sure how to answer.
After suggesting that exaggerations sometimes go unnoticed because they are used in
everyday language, interviewees were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with that
suggestion. Seventeen (57 %) interviewees agreed with the suggestion, twelve (40 %)
disagreed, and one (3 %) was unsure.
The interviewees were then asked what benefits and drawbacks might there be in
using exaggerations. Generally, interviewees had an easier time suggesting benefits
rather than drawbacks. Suggested benefits include:
•

Exaggerations are attention grabbers. They convey understanding through contrast.

•

An exaggeration is a word picture. It is easy to remember.

•

Exaggerations signal importance.

•

They stir the imagination.

•

The use of vivid language gets your point across.
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•

Exaggerations are unexpected, so they are engaging.

•

It communicates the seriousness of a point.

•

Old exaggerations are trite. New ones are helpful.

•

They make people notice something about themselves.

•

Exaggerations may go unnoticed unless they are odd or outrageous. 149

Suggested drawbacks to using exaggerations included:
•

Overused, people might think you are overreacting to something and your credibility
will be lessened.

•

You might offend people by exaggerating something important to them.

•

If your exaggeration is too silly, people will be annoyed.

•

People may not recognize the exaggeration as an exaggeration.

•

Could make the sermon too flowery.

•

A literal person may not understand that what you are saying is an exaggeration.

•

Some exaggerations are not taken seriously.

•

A literal person might be confused.

•

An exaggeration might be too personal.

•

Overusing exaggerations would be distracting.

Analysis of Question Six in the Interview
The results of question six in the interview correspond with the findings of the
questionnaires. They indicate that the participants in the interviews accept and benefit
from humorous exaggerations. The vivid language of exaggerations and the dramatic
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contrast between the item exaggerated and the item in ordinary terms gains the attention
of the participants in the interviews and helps drive home the point the preacher is
attempting to make. However, the results suggest that exaggerations that are used too
often become trite and receive little notice. It appears that exaggerations may need to be
unusual or outrageous to be engaging and remembered. Since most congregational
members have grown up hearing the exaggerations used by Jesus in the Bible, they may
be overly familiar with them and may not appreciate the depth and vividness of these
exaggerations. Consequently, it may be beneficial for a preacher to explain how and why
Jesus’ exaggerations are so powerful.

Question Seven 150
After explaining that an imported joke is humor that does not relate to the sermon
topic, interviewees were asked how helpful they thought imported jokes might be in
preaching. Twenty-one (70 %) responded negatively, six responses (20 %) were positive,
and three (10 %) responses were neutral. Those who responded positively to imported
jokes cited their ability to grab people’s attention as the main benefit. Many also
suggested that they would be more effective and appropriate as “openers.” Some of the
dangers of imported jokes cited by those who responded negatively included:
•

They are distracting.

•

Might create an atmosphere that is not conducive to worship.

•

Humor in sermons should relate to the sermon topic.

•

People might think the pastor is not prepared.
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•

They might throw people for a loop. They would remember the joke and not the
sermon.
When interviewees were asked how they felt about imported jokes in general, twenty-

one responses (70 %) were negative (e.g., “I don’t like them at all,” and “they have no
place in a sermon”), six responses (20 %) were positive, and three (10 %) were neutral.
Of those who responded positively, a few qualified their responses by saying that
imported jokes should not be used very often.
Analysis of Question Seven in the Interview
The results of this question show a stronger antipathy toward imported jokes than
previously indicated by the questionnaires. One possible explanation of this is that I was
able to explain what I meant by an imported joke in greater detail. The results of this
question and the previous questionnaires lead me to believe that, while the participants in
the field research would tolerate an imported joke once in a great while, particularly at
the beginning of a sermon, they have a preference for humor that relates to sermon
points. I suspect they feel humor should serve a purpose by helping people internalize
God’s Word. Humor should not be the focus, but a servant of the text.

Question Eight 151
After stating that people relate to stories very well, especially when the stories evoke
strong emotions, interviewees were asked whether they felt sermon points were
communicated more effectively with serious stories or with humorous ones.
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Fifteen (50 %) interviewees indicated that both types of stories are effective in
communicating sermon points, ten (33 %) indicated that serious stories are more
effective, and five (17 %) said that humorous stories are more effective. Of those who
indicated that both type of stories are effective, three expressed a preference for
humorous stories and two expressed a preference for serious stories. Comments made in
support of humorous stories being more effective than serious ones included:
•

Serous stories make me emotional, and I am already emotionally drained.

•

I would rather laugh than cry.

•

You lose your train of thought when you cry.
Comments made in support of serious stories being more effective in

communicating sermon points included:
•

Sermon topics are usually serious. Joking about serious matters might confuse
people.

•

People are hungry for help for their serious problems

•

Brings things to human reality. People relate readily to pain and suffering.

Analysis of Question Eight in the Interview
The results from this question indicate that the participants in the interviews find both
types of stories, serious and humorous ones alike, engaging and thought provoking. They
view both types of stories as aids to understanding sermon points and desire to have both
types of stories in the sermons delivered at Immanuel. Most felt that they should not be
pitted against each other, but that each had a place in the preaching of God’s Word.
“Besides,” observed one interviewee who said that both types of stories are effective,
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“many stories have elements of humor and seriousness.” Both types of stories can be
used as tools on behalf of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

Focus Group Reaction Papers 152
The focus group members for this project were the pastors in my circuit. After
presenting and explaining the findings of my research, the members of the focus group
were asked to write a 2-3 page reaction paper recording their impressions concerning the
project and making suggestions for its improvement. What follows are a summary and
analysis of the five reaction papers sent to me.

Summary and Analysis of the Focus Group Reaction Papers
Four of the five reaction papers I received expressed appreciation for and affirmation
of the project’s findings and guidelines for the effective use of humor in preaching. One
reaction paper contained a list of 15 suggestions for the improvement of the project. The
writer of this paper felt it was more beneficial to critique what was wrong with the project
(and so contribute to the improvement of the project) than to comment on what he felt
was correct and helpful.
The data and guidelines regarding self-deprecating humor provided by the project
resonated with two of the focus group members. These two participants often use selfdeprecating humor in preaching and ministry, but were unaware of its ability to make the
preacher seem more genuine and approachable. Another group member expressed
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appreciation for the project’s examination of how humor can improve the preacher’s
image with his hearers.
Two participants noted that while sarcasm can be dangerous in preaching, there is a
precedent for its use in Scripture. Both Jesus and Paul seem sarcastic at times in their
sayings and writings. One of these participants suggested that while it may be
inappropriate in preaching, sarcasm may have other literary uses.
Most of the participants were impressed by the amount of bibliographical and field
research done for the project. One expressed the view that determining which types of
humor are appropriate or inappropriate in humor will be less subjective for him now after
reading this project.
Three focus group members felt that the distinction between joy and humor needed
further clarification in chapter two. Based on their reactions and the advice of this
project’s advisor (who happened to agree with them), I added some clarification to the
section on Christian joy.
One participant suggested that the project should pay more attention to the
relationship between humor and postmodernism. While I agree that this relationship is
worthy of exploration, I believe that such a treatment of humor and postmodernism
would widen the focus of this project and distract from its purposes. The topic of humor
and its relationship to postmodernism would be better served by a separate, later study. It
certainty deserves further investigation.
One reaction paper urged caution in stating that all sexual humor should be off limits
in preaching. The writer pointed out that preachers today must often address the topic of
sexuality in order to provide a balanced, godly view of sex. He further pointed out that
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using humor in teaching about God’s gift of sex need not degrade sex. This view was
also shared by the project’s advisor. Consequently, I toned down some of the project’s
language restricting the use of sexual humor in sermons. Typically, sexual humor is off
limits when preaching God’s Word because this kind of humor often treats sex in a
disparaging way. However, there are situations when presentations about sex are
humorous without being disrespectful or degrading. An example of this might be the
story John Drakeford tells about a son asking his father where he came from. After the
father goes into great detail about human reproduction, the boy reveals that he simply
wants to know from which state he came. 153 Sexual humor in preaching or teaching
would not be inappropriate when handled in this way.
The aforementioned writer also suggested that humor should be defined to bring
greater clarity to the project. He felt that distinct definitions of what humor is would
make the argument that humor is appropriate in preaching much stronger. On the
surface, this seems like a reasonable suggestion. However, there are a number of
difficulties inherent in carrying out this suggestion. First, after reading numerous books
on the topic of humor, it seems clear to me that defining humor is an extremely difficult
and complex task. To quote a fellow pastor, “Defining humor is like trying to nail down
Jell-O.” Second, defining humor and examining how things become humorous would
move beyond the scope of this project. While defining humor and analyzing the
phenomenon of humor are certainly worthy of study, such an investigation should be
undertaken as a separate project.
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Finally, two participants expressed initial skepticism over the usefulness of this
project in their reaction papers. In short, they did not think humor in preaching was a
worthy topic for a Major Applied Project. However, after reading the paper, hearing the
presentation, and participating in the ensuing discussion, their minds were changed
completely. They now regard the project as valuable and useful for the pastoral ministry.
Both participants admitted that they have already put some of the findings and guidelines
into practice.

Summary of the Questionnaires, Interviews, and Reaction Papers
The completed questionnaires and interviews clearly show that participants in the
research accept and desire a certain amount of humor in the sermons delivered at
Immanuel Lutheran Church in Waterloo, IL. Based on the interviews, most participants
view the present amount of humor in the sermons delivered at Immanuel as sufficient, but
would be open to a little more. It seems quite clear that the members enjoy the humor
and that it enhances their rapport with their pastors. It also seems to increase their
retention and comprehension of sermon points.
Although generally accepted and viewed as an aid to the comprehension of sermon
points, the participants in this research understand the risks of physical humor and are
cognizant of the fact that this kind of humor does not readily lend itself to preaching.
They accept it as a rare occurrence and trust that their pastors will use it appropriately.
While the experts I encountered in my theoretical research discouraged the use of
“imported” jokes ( humor that does not relate to the topic), indicating they are a
distraction to effective communication, the results of the field research for this project
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indicate that imported jokes would be accepted by the participants occasionally,
especially at the beginning of a sermon. However, the results of the field research also
indicate that participants have a preference for humor that relates to the sermon topic or
points. Neither of Immanuel’s pastors use this type of humor, and the members seem to
support them in their choice not to use it. In the absence of such humor, I do not envision
Immanuel members clamoring for imported jokes.
A number of the experts that I encountered in my theoretical research presented
hyperbole (exaggeration) as a type of humor frequently found in the Bible and
encouraged its use. They suggested that the element of surprise and the vividness of
language found in hyperbole make it and the points made with it memorable. The results
of the field research for this Major Applied Project suggest that many participants notice
humorous exaggerations and feel that they are useful in making strong points in a
sermon. However, both the results of the questionnaires and the interviews seem to
indicate that exaggerations need to be out of the ordinary or outrageous to be
remembered. Since humorous exaggerations tend to qualify as odd or outrageous, I
believe humorous exaggerations will be noticed and remembered by the members of
Immanuel. My only caution would be that these exaggerations should not be too silly lest
they become annoying to the hearers.
The field research for this project tends to confirm the findings of the project’s
theoretical research regarding self-deprecating humor, namely, that self-deprecating
humor causes hearers to identify with the speaker and creates a rapport between the
hearers and speaker. Most participants in the research appreciate this kind of humor in
their pastors and feel it makes the pastors more human and approachable. They relate
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easily to the personal nature of this type of humor and feel that it enhances their
understanding of the sermon and their pastors. Although generally aware of the dangers
connected with self-deprecating humor (such as the hearer’s loss of confidence in the
speaker’s abilities), the participants seem confident that their pastors will not take this
kind of humor too far. I sense that they view the ability to engage in self-deprecating
humor as a desirable quality.
Based on the results of the field research, humorous anecdotes appear to be highly
effective in grabbing and keeping the attention of the participants in the research. This
most certainly corresponds with the findings of my theoretical research which strongly
encourage the use of anecdotes as attention grabbers. After listening to a humorous
anecdote, most field research participants were able to recall the story and articulate the
point of the story. Furthermore, these participants seem to grasp the powerful dynamics
and benefits of stories, both humorous and serious one, and view them as effective tools
in service to the Gospel.
However, some results from the questionnaires suggest that the point of an anecdote
may be lost if the story is too personal or comical. Additionally, it may be lost if the
story does not have a strong connection to the point being made. Perhaps this is because
people are so busy controlling the flood of ensuing emotions and memories that their
minds are too preoccupied to discern the point of the story. Nevertheless, the benefits of
using humorous, personal anecdotes usually far outweigh any negative effects. What is
more, humorous anecdotes of a less personal nature or anecdotes that have a light-hearted
quality about them are extremely useful in making sermon points. It is less likely that the
point of a story will be lost when these types of anecdotes are told.
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The results of the questionnaires and interviews demonstrate that the members who
participated in the research are open to puns, plays on words and silly names. They find
them engaging, thought provoking and helpful in following the topic of the sermon.
Plays on words, in particular, seem to strengthen recall of sermon points, aiding in the
remembrance of the sermon long after it has been delivered. And although many of the
participants in the field research desire clever puns and thoughtful plays on words, it
appears they would good-naturedly tolerate an occasional corny pun.
For the most part, my experiences as the administrative pastor of Immanuel Lutheran
Church affirm the results of the field research. However, I was surprised (and not in an
adverse way) by some of the findings. I did not anticipate the degree of receptivity to
humor that most of the participants in the field research demonstrated, nor did I anticipate
the degree of receptivity that they demonstrated toward puns, plays on words, and well
chosen physical humor. Although I do not use these types of humor often, I am
comfortable with them. In light of this field research, I will be less reticent to use them in
the future.
I was also surprised (again, not in an adverse way) by the rapport that humor,
particularly humor with a light, self-deprecating touch, creates between the research
participants and their pastors. It touches me deeply and humbles me when I hear these
members say that the humor in my sermons makes them feel closer to me. I do not
believe that I am the type of person who will use humor simply to be liked. I want to use
humor to enhance receptivity to and understanding of God’s Word among the people God
has entrusted to my care. These people are God’s gifts to me and I want them to grow in
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faith and love of the Lord. But if this humor makes them feel closer to me, I will praise
God for it and consider that closeness a marvelous, additional blessing.
Generally, the reaction papers of the focus group affirmed the project findings,
particularly regarding the use of self-deprecating humor. Two out of the five pastors who
wrote reaction papers commented on how the use of self-deprecating humor helped them
form closer bonds with their members. They further agreed with the project’s findings
which suggest that self-deprecating humor makes the pastor seem more genuine and
approachable. Although one group member questioned the finding that sarcasm is not an
appropriate form of humor in sermons, the guidelines created from the data of this project
were generally viewed as correct and useful. A number of focus group members
observed that these guidelines are useful not only for the task of preaching, but for the
work of ministry in general.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS AND GUIDELINES

Contributions to Ministry
This project focused on the effect that humor has on the members of Immanuel
Lutheran Church in Waterloo, IL, and what types of humor are most useful in gaining the
attention of those members and enhancing their understanding of Biblical truths. By
analyzing members’ responses to questionnaires regarding the humor in sermons recently
delivered during Immanuel’s worship services and listening to members discuss their
views on humor in interviews, I was able to gain a greater awareness of their receptivity
to God’s Word. Further, I gained a greater understanding of the aids that can be used to
increase that receptivity and the place of humor in enhancing Immanuel members’
understanding the truth of Scripture. Preaching is essential for the communication of
God’s Word and a life transformed by the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Thus, without
disregarding the efficacy and power of God’s Word, preachers need to be open to using
all the tools that God has given to them to gain a hearing of God’s Word and drive home
the meaning of Biblical truths. It is critical that preachers use the best communication
skills they can muster in service to God’s Word of Law and Gospel.
The results of the research of this project demonstrate clearly that humor can be used
as a tool to engage listeners and aid them in their understanding of a sermon. Although
humor cannot be used to convey the truth of the event of Jesus’ suffering and death on
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the cross, 154 humor can be used to increase people’s understanding of God’s Law, the
sanctified life, the joy of salvation, the joy of Jesus’ resurrection, and the fruits of the
Gospel. 155 An additional benefit of humor in sermons is that it improves the rapport
between congregational members and their pastors. Although making members like the
preacher cannot be the sole motivation for using humor in sermons, liking the pastor can
be a tremendous blessing to that pastor’s ministry –especially when his humor makes him
seem more genuine, humble and approachable (the very qualities a servant ought to
have). Further, church members will be more receptive to his messages since people are
more likely to listen to a preacher to whom they are well disposed.
While humor certainly has the potential to overpower and overshadow the message of
God’s Word, a stubborn unwillingness to use it, especially when the preacher has natural
humorous tendencies, would be unwise. The benefits of using humor appropriately are
too numerous to ignore. In the words of corporate communications expert Jude
Westerfield, “While poorly delivered, inappropriate, or sarcastic jokes will backfire on
you, be assured that the right joke can win your audience over from the get-go.” 156 Care
should be taken in using humor in sermons, but humor may be used.
In light of this, the results of the research for this project have been used to create
guidelines for the appropriate and effective use of humor in the sermons delivered at
Immanuel Lutheran Church, Waterloo, IL. The primary beneficiary of these guidelines is
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the researcher himself. These guidelines will help me avoid the pitfalls of offensive and
ineffective humor in preaching and aid me in maximizing the positive effects of using
humor in sermons. The positive effects produced by these guidelines include a greater
receptivity to preaching (so that God’s proclaimed Word may be heard), a better
understanding of God’s Word as expounded by the preacher, and a greater retention of
Biblical truths among Immanuel members.
These guidelines may also benefit other preachers who wish to use God’s gift of
humor in a responsible, God pleasing way to enhance their preaching and their members’
hearing and understanding of God’s Word. Some of these guidelines will pertain
specifically to the members of Immanuel Lutheran Church. Others will be virtually
universal and applicable to almost every Christian congregation in the United States.
Every individual pastor, using his knowledge of his own humorous tendencies and his
understanding of the attitudes of his congregational members, must judge which types of
humor will best work in his context.
Finally, these guidelines will benefit the members of my congregation. In addition to
all the benefits for hearers already mentioned, congregational members benefit when their
preachers work hard at communicating effectively, using all the tools that God has
granted his people. It is when preachers are satisfied with the present state of their
preaching abilities and see no need to improve their communications skills that members
suffer. Further, congregational members benefit when they know their preacher is
interested in what they think and what kind effect his sermons have on them. This does
not mean that the preacher is going to tailor make his sermons to suit their tastes or
whims. But it does demonstrate to the members that their pastor is a true Seelsorger (one
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who cares for souls) who wants them to have all the fullness and riches of God’s Word.
Such a pastor is a steward –a faithful steward of “all the mysteries of God” (1 Cor. 4:1).

GUIDELINES
For the Appropriate and Effective Use of Humor in Sermons
Off Limits
1. Off-Color Sexual Humor. Although the use of sexual humor is pandemic in the
world of comedy today, it has little place in the church of Christ. Although
preachers may discuss sex in sermons in order to teach and affirm that sex is a good
gift of God, sexual humor that degrades this wonderful gift is to be avoided. As St.
Paul writes: “Among you there must not be even a hint of sexual immorality, or any
kind of impurity, or of greed, because these are improper for God’s holy people.
Nor should there be obscenity, foolish talk or course joking, which are out of place”
(Eph. 5:3-4 NIV). Humor in sermons must not be offensive –and off-color sexual
humor is offensive both to God and to God’s people because it denigrates God’s gift
of sex. There should be no question that this kind of humor is to be avoided in the
task of preaching and teaching God’s Word.
2. Sarcasm. There is a great temptation for preachers to use sarcasm in sermons to
make a point. Some feel that a little “bite” to the humor will make a point stronger
(it certainly gets the attention of the hearers). Further, it often has a cathartic effect
on the preacher. However, the basis of sarcasm is ridicule. As David Buttrick has
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correctly pointed out, sarcasm is “always a veiled form of hostility.” 157 Such humor
is incompatible with Christ’s message of peace.
Sarcasm directed toward congregational members is especially dangerous. As
much as a preacher tries to veil the sarcasm directed at members, they most certainly
detect it. This is counterproductive to reaching people with the Gospel and making a
godly impact on their lives. In his book The Art of Talking So That People Will
Listen: Getting Through to Family, Friends, and Business Associates, author Paul
Swets suggests that we reach people by respecting them. He suggests that speakers
“check their attitudes” and “think highly of the people they are with” in order to win
an audience. 158 Sarcasm in sermons does not convey the feeling that the preacher
likes his hearers. And when hearers perceive that the preacher does not like them,
they will return the favor –by rejecting what he has to say to them. Sarcastic
comments may feel good at the time, but they will come back to haunt the preacher.

Risky Humor
3. Physical Humor in the Form of Impersonations. Unless you are a professional
comedian, it is unlikely that your impersonations will be done well. Furthermore,
impersonations are often a form of sarcasm in which the person being impersonated
is ridiculed. It is possible that hearers will view impersonations of political figures
as disrespectful, thus violating Peter’s admonition that God’s people should “honor
the king” (1 Peter 2:17, NIV). Although the results of the field research for this
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project proved to be inconclusive regarding impersonations, two participants in the
interviews expressed a dislike for pastors imitating people when asked about
physical humor. Because of the distinct possibility of ridiculing of others in
impersonations and because of its association with professional comedians, I suspect
that most church members are not comfortable with a pastor engaging in this kind of
humor.
4. Imported Jokes. An imported joke is a joke that does not relate to the topic or the
point of a sermon. Typically, these jokes are told for the amusement of the hearers
or to gain the hearers’ attention.
Almost all communication experts advise against this kind of humor because it
does not lend itself to topic points and may actually distract hearers from the message
the speaker wishes to convey. Used in sermons, it may give people the impression
that the preacher wants to be a comedian and that he is using this type of humor
merely to entertain. If the preacher does relate this kind of humor to a sermon topic,
he usually must take a great deal of time and engage in mental gymnastics to make it
fit (it may require a number of sermon introductions). All this distracts listeners from
the actual theme of the sermon.
Although many research participants expressed a willingness to hear an imported
joke at an “opener,” they also expressed a strong preference for humor that relates to
the sermon topic. My sense is that most people are open to imported jokes, but that
they should be used very sparingly. Another drawback is that imported jokes often
leave hearers with the impression that this humor is canned and not natural to the
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speaker. They may wonder where they have heard the joke before – which deflects
interest away from the sermon topic.

Effective, But Use With Care
5. Exaggerations or Hyperbole. It can be argued that there is a strong Biblical
precedent for exaggerations or hyperbole, particularly in the New Testament. Clearly
exaggeration was utilized when Jesus talked about the Pharisees straining out a gnat
and swallowing a camel (Matt. 23:24) and the likelihood of a rich man entering the
kingdom of God being as remote as a camel going through the eye of a needle (Matt.
19:24). Although we do not know whether these exaggerations evoked a great deal of
laughter among his original hearers, Jesus’ exaggerations certainly have an odd, lighthearted quality that must have gained the attention of his audience.
The field research for this project suggests that humorous exaggerations or
hyperbole do grab the attention of the hearers and drive home a point in a powerful
way. The stark contrast between the thing exaggerated and its appearance in ordinary
terms causes it to be remembered and considered thoughtfully. The vivid language
inherent in exaggerations also causes them to be remembered.
However, since exaggerations tend to be used in everyday language and may
quickly become old and trite, there appears to be a need for an exaggeration to be odd
or outrageous in order to be remembered. At the same time, care must be taken not to
make the exaggeration too silly or to flippantly exaggerate things that are sacred to
hearers. The former may result in the hearers’ annoyance. The latter may result in
the hearers’ outrage over an exaggeration thought to be too personal or disrespectful.
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Since exaggerations are often used in everyday language, it is advisable for the
preacher to use them thoughtfully and intentionally. Some exaggerations may escape
notice, but planned, well-thought out exaggerations are usually noticed and
appreciated. What is more, it is unlikely that the preacher will be accused of reducing
his sermon to mere entertainment when he uses exaggerations. Done well,
exaggerations are likely to make a point in “memorable fashion.” 159
6. Physical Humor. A speaker engages in physical humor when he makes gestures or
movements that evoke laughter. While physical humor does not readily lend itself to
preaching, it can be used in sermons and, when chosen well, can be a great benefit in
communicating a point. The addition of a visual image grabs the hearers’ attention
and the humor relaxes them so that the preacher’s point is easily comprehended and
remembered. Further, physical humor makes the preacher seem more animated and
interesting.
The main difficulty in using this type of humor is finding forms that relate to the
sermon topic and do not seem cartoonish. Slapstick comedy or gestures that are
violent or abrupt are likely to be offensive and distracting to the hearers.
Additionally, many preachers are not comfortable with this type of humor. Since
preachers should only use types of humor with which they are comfortable, physical
humor should be excluded from the humor repertoire of preachers who find it outside
their comfort zone or distasteful.
7. Self-deprecating Humor. Self-deprecating humor is used when a speaker makes fun
of himself or makes light of himself. While making fun of one’s self seems
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degrading and destructive to good relationships at first glance, self-deprecating humor
is actually useful in establishing a good rapport between the speaker and his hearers.
When used in sermons, it leaves people with the impression that the preacher is
genuine, 160 approachable, and confident in his abilities. Furthermore, it is possible to
use self-deprecating humor to make sermon points, particularly in the preaching of
the Law. An additional benefit is that it is unlikely to offend other people since the
humor is not directed at them.
There is a danger that self-deprecating humor can be overdone, causing hearers to
question the speaker’s abilities. Overdone, it may lead people to have a self-righteous
attitude (“What a dunce! I would never do that!”) or question whether the speaker is
fishing for compliments. For these reasons, it is better for the preacher to use a light,
self-deprecating touch when he engages in this kind of humor.
One of the greatest drawbacks of this kind of humor is that it is so rare. The
research for this project 161 has shown that people respond to self-deprecating humor
positively and view it as a very desirable quality. Yet very few people actually
engage in it! In the words of Avner Ziv, people spend so much time and effort
presenting themselves in a good light that they “suspect presenting themselves
humorously will hurt their image.” 162
It is quite possible that many preachers do not feel comfortable using this kind of
humor, especially when they believe that congregational members criticize them
unfairly. Again, since the types of humor a preacher uses ought to be natural to him
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and ought to be something with which he is comfortable, any discomfort in using
self-deprecating humor on the preacher’s part is a strong indication that he should not
use it.
8. Humorous Personal Stories. Humorous personal stories are highly effective in
gaining the attention of hearers and drawing them (almost imperceptibly) into the
sermon. People relate to the personal experiences of the speaker, calling to mind
similar experiences in their own lives and relishing the joy and fun of those
experiences. This kind of story is easily remembered by hearers and contributes to a
feeling of good will toward the speaker. Congregational members may remember
humorous personal stories told by a preacher years after they have been told.
However, there are some dangers to consider. According to some of the data
uncovered during the field research phase of this project, the point of a humorous
personal story may be lost if the story is too personal or humorous. The hearers will
remember the story in great detail, along with the ensuing feelings of nostalgia and
contentment. But they may not be able to recall the point of it all, especially when
the story has a weak connection to the sermon point or topic. The story will evoke
good feelings and pleasant memories, but may not serve the text or topic. Preachers
would do well, then, to make sure the point or lesson of the story is clear and plainly
understood. They may even wish to tone down certain details in the story so that it
does not overwhelm the point of the story.

Highly Effective Types of Humor
9. Humorous Anecdotes. An anecdote is a short, amusing story. Humorous anecdotes
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or anecdotes with a light-hearted quality about them are extremely useful in
illustrating a sermon topic or point. They have the power to gain (and sometimes
regain if the sermon topic is difficult or emotionally draining) the hearers’ attention.
These anecdotes often have a surprising “aha!” effect on listeners (“Now I know what
he’s getting at!”) and leave them with a feeling of satisfaction and accomplishment.
Telling anecdotes that have a light-hearted quality is a form of humor that can be
easily developed, even by preachers who do not think of themselves as having a good
sense of humor. Much of it involves telling a good story with a happy ending, or
making a light-hearted observation about something that relates to the sermon topic.
There are few dangers inherent in the use of this type of humor.
10. Puns, Plays on Words, and Silly Names. Although puns, plays on words, and silly
names are often viewed as cheap and corny, the data from the field research for this
project strongly indicates that puns, plays on words, and silly names receive a
favorable response from most church members. When a play on words relates to the
sermon title or theme, it helps listeners remember the message long after the sermon
has been delivered. This type of humor impresses people as being thoughtful, clever
and illustrative. It may not cause them to laugh out loud, but people appreciate its
subtleties and the way it helps them connect the sermon points together (“It’s like a
puzzle,” said one interviewee).
While not everyone is a fan of puns, it appears that puns are tolerated even by
those with whom puns do not resonate. And while preachers should make every
effort to choose their examples of this type of humor wisely, I suspect that their
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hearers will tolerate an occasional corny pun or weak play on words. Just avoid
making a habit of it!

Final Recommendations
Based on the findings of the research for this project, I wholeheartedly believe that
preachers should develop their naturally humorous tendencies and use humor as a tool in
service to the Gospel. Boundaries, of course, are needed. There are dangers to both
hearers and the preacher when the preacher’s humor is uncontrolled and undisciplined.
But the need for discipline should not deter a preacher from utilizing humor in sermons.
Personal guidelines and boundaries for the use of humor can be established for almost
any context of ministry.
It is essential that, as a preacher uses humor in sermons, he be aware of the limits of
the rhetorical device of humor, utilize the humor that is natural to him, and use the types
of humor that are accepted by and have the greatest positive spiritual impact on the
members of his congregation. I predict that this approach will bring joy to his ministry
and be a tremendous blessing to the members of his congregation as, together, pastor and
members strive to better understand the truth of God’s Word, grow in faith, and
communicate the Gospel message with those around them. Above all, let the preacher be
faithful to the truth of God’s Word in his sermons because, whether he uses humor in
sermons or not, the power to reconcile people to God and transform lives is found in the
saving message of Christ Jesus. God blesses the preacher’s efforts, not because he is so
clever and skilled, but because God is so good. “Let him who has my word speak it
faithfully. For what has straw to do with grain?” declares the Lord. “Is not my word like
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fire,” declares the Lord, “and like a hammer that breaks a rock to pieces?” (Jer. 23:28-29,
NIV). The power belongs to God. Let Christian preachers take the fire and the hammer
in hand and, with joy and good humor, rock the world!
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